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Down to the Sea in Swimsuits
If you think you are looking at an ad or a soap billboard
you are all wet. These are six students majoring in oceanography
and they are pounding through the sudsy foam between classes
at Santa Cruz Academy of Sand. They were running around in
the water all day trying to attract attentionand finally succeeded by kicking salty water in the camera’s eye (and the
cameraman’s eye, too)! Galloping through the ocean are these

collegiate sea horses: (From left to right) Bettye McKenzie, Chet
Roberts, Diane Beggs, Bill Blake, Bev Jung and Bill Savidge.
Those in the elongated suits are from Chi Omega sorority and
their knights of Neptune are from Theta Xi house. An estimated
5000 college rowdies from six central coast campuses will be
romping through the area this summer.

It’s Leisuretime .
. . . and the Livin’ Is Easy
By JERRY NACHMAN

9009

Every May. with the regularity of Halley’s Comet
and bran flakes. millions of otherwise sane American
eityfolk will stretch last summer’s swimming suit over
this su ttttt lees waistline and go about the disquieting business of trying to relax.
In today’s labyrinth society, it is not so simple to
relax as it once was: beach roaming has taken on all the
intricasies of a slot machine. You do not just GO to the beach.
Nope:
One must first make lists. One must first make maps. One
one must first
must first make shopping trips. But most of all
make sandwiches:
For six days prior to the outing, sandwiches must tumble off
be breadboard like hubcaps out of a Ford factory: Tunafish on rye.
1)’’vtled-egg on white. Chopped olive on wholewheat. Tomato on
lettuce. Chicken -salad on toast. Apricot jam on butter. Cheese on
ham. Turkey on mayonnaise.
Then: cut it diagonally. Cut it down the center. Cut it into
fours. Cut off the crusts. Cut it into triangles.
As I saidyou Just do not GO to the beach. Rather, you pile up
the back trunk like Gimbel’s basement at Christmas time and you

Senate Group
OKs Removal
of Bar Ban

stock up the glove compartment like a Resell drug sale. Then
everyone must "bring" somethinganything, but just "bring!"
So bring terry-cloth tarpaulins to lie on, with purple elephants
and lime-green tigers stenciled on the side... Bring awning-striped
peppermint beach umbrellas: the ones with that enigmatic contraption installed to unfold its legs like Cousin Card Table and Ironing
Boardthat insolvable bending, collapsable "thing" dozing like a
lobster until your finger is within snapping distance....
Bring nose-plugs to plug noses ... Bring ear-plugs to plug ears
. Bring big brown sun filters to plug out that invaluable golden
sunlight you drove 36 miles to get under...
Bring a double-jointed beach chair that folds up carpenter’s
measure style.. , Bring an oxygen keg strapped to your back like
a fire extinguisher with a snake-like anorkle looking out the top...
Bring a rod and white beach ball that swirls like a pinwheel
in the air when you throw it.
Britig a deflated football for those
husky athletic egos which will be deflated soon enough. . . Bring
tennis sneakers with small holes ripped in the sides letting in a
steady trickle of sand, sand, sand, which by the end of the day will
fill up your shoes, making it feel as if you are walking on golf

bans. ..
Bring a softball which is just that --a soft mile and a -half ball
(Continued on Page 8)

ilketAis

A hill to end the 80-year-old ban
on bars and liquor stores near
California campuses won the endorsement of a stale senate committee Wednesday.
The Governmental Efficiency
Committee unanimously approved
the removal proposal Wednesday.
A State Department of Education official has said that the present law will affect San Jose liquor
businesses when the new college.
owned dormitories housing 1200
students open In the fall of 1960.
The existing law prohibits the
sale of liquor within a mile and a
half of state colleges where 300
students reside.

La Torres Today
Students are reminded they
may pick up their 1958-59 La
Torres in the Inner Quad today,
beginning at k.30 a m. Annuals
Which are not distfibuted at that
time may he obtained in the
Student Affairs Business Office.

’Over and Under and Then Up for Air

Spartafotos by Dan Bauer

18 RACES, 24 ENTERED

Pushcarts Roll
At Fairgrounds
By DOUG WILLIAMS
They’re off and running!
The starting gun will he
raised at 3 p.m. today, at the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, for the 11th annual
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart
Relays.. At that time a total
of 24 entrants will be poised for
their efforts to win the coveted
Lambda Chi Alpha Pushcart Relays Grand Championship Trophy.
The relays will be presided over

; by Miss Sally Ellis, Alpha Phi.
I 1959 Relays Queen, and her attendants, Miss Anne Dowrick, Chi
Omega, and Miss Beverly Hoffdahl, Kappa Alpha Theta.
Honorary judges for the event
are Dr. William Dusel, vice-president of San Jose State, and Louis
Solari, mayor of San Jose.
Official judges for the afternoon are Dr. Elizabeth A. Greenleaf. MS associate dean of students; Ray BIrwiunore, chief of
police of San Jose; Dr. Stanley
Benz, SJS dean of students, and

Miller Withdraws Bills;
’Great Victory for ASBs’
By JIM
News
State Sen. George Miller Jr. DContra Costa) withdrew two of his
finance regulating bills Wednesday and pushed through a third

ADAMS
Editor
that is not expected to hurt btuI dent organizations.
Withdrawn were Senate bills
; 1063 and 1064 that at first would
; have subjected student body funds
Ito "accountability and regulation"
; by the Department of Finance.
’ The bills later were amended.
but still were considered restrictive by representatives of state
college student bodies.
Stanley Stevens, Ran Jose
State graduate student. enthipied: "It’s a great victory for
student government,"
Stevens was a member of the
three man student delegation
representing the combined student
bodies of all 12 state colleges which protested the bills in Sacramento last week.
The third bill passed by the Senate Committee on Education
r Wednesday provides that:
"The operation of state colic-7,,
oixiliary organizations shall be
.,mducted in conformity with rec.
dations established by the Dime ,r of Education."
State colleges are directly reponsible to the State Board of
Education and Director of Education Roy Simpson, who has con,istently supported student gov,rnment.

Robert Martin, 5.15 associate
dean of sturlents.
The relays will be run over a
three-tenths mile, three-lane paved
course. There will be 17 elimination heats to determine the winners of the men’s and women’s divisions. The final event will be a
runoff between the men’s and
women’s champions for the all-college trophy.
Entries and drivers for the races
are:
Theta ChiGrant Somers.
Alpha Tau OmegeB111 Moore.
Alpha Omicron PiRandy Lunn.
Alpha PhiLinda Lovoi.
Delta UpsilonBruce Wadlie,
Chi OmegaCookie Kason.
Kappa Alpha ThetaLane Porter.
Sigma Phi EpsilonBob Link.
Chi Pi SigmaGary Visher.
AlphaBob Williams.
S
ppa.
P>11 Kaia
Ii
Phi MuLouise Burns.
Gamma Phi BetaAudrey Carroll.
Kappa Kopp. GammaNon
Sigma ChiDick Alderson.
Sigma NuJohn Spofford.
Sigma PiJim Aspden.
Theta XiChat Roberts.
Alpha Chi OmegaSusan Wasson.
Delta GarnmaGinny Petersen.
Delta ZetaDonna Headrick,
Newman ClubLinda Moore.
Sigma Alpha PhiDennis Brown.
Delta Sigma PhiDennis Brown.
At 2130 p.m immediately pre.
ceding the relaxs. there will be a
marchinc parade cotnposed of
seven groups.
The seven groups, Theta XI,
Alphl Phi, Delta Upsilon, Delta
Gamma, Sigma, Alpha Epsilon,
Kappa Alpha Theta, and Alpha
Chi Omega, will strut to the
theme "Swinging into Spring."
Director of the admission free
’Relays is Larry Peck and Course
Marshal is Steve Carlton

TIMELY TIPS
Bus tran.fers make
colorful and unique

book marks and

3

/1.
The third bill also provides that A.
the Department of Finance will
audit all state college and aiiXilviry organization funds, but this
has met no opposition.
scri. Miller had introduced his
regulating bills as result of is go% ernmental investigation he said re- .
sealed "irregularities In the handling of state college funds."

party invitations
While on the bus
be sure to wear
a light blue cord

sport coat (22.50)
and trousers to
match (9.95) from
R A

First at Santa CIOP
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Friday. May 15. 155n
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Think lot, Got II Rough?
What About Russ Students?
HON 410 ottr ethic:HI:MI standards I. iii pare with those of Russia?
[’resident Ei,vollower answered this
not long ago in a talk to Hie nation:
’Remendwr that st hen Russian graduate- from high school. he has had Ilse
four sears of chemistry.
year, of phis
one sear of astronions. Eke years of biology. 10 years -of mathematics through trigry. and ’is e years of a foreign
I anguage.Naturally. not all the Russian students are able to complete this rigorous
coursebut him’ many American students even base the chance to take such
a thorough and inten,ise course of study?
Along ss ith mathematics and science.
there appear. to be a %cry definite lark
by I .tt:. edurattirs upon the importance
of teaihing tlw foreign languages.
-A\ hat good is a foreign language if the
try. anystudent lies er leases the c
way
they ask.
"After all. most people will never
[rase’ abroadwhy take the trouble lo
teach them a foreign language?...
The prime reason for studying a
foreign language is debatable. certainly.
Hut we are anoing.-t those who take the
Wis that the study of a foreign language
an essential part of both liberal and
-cientific education. that it is important

r

to really know the literature of a country
and to teahze the tint ire of world alfairs.
This lack of importinice on the foreign
languages eertainly hits the state colleges
--for sonic educators aldtor the idea that
college graduates should be required to
take foreign languages as a conthtbin of
grhduatbin.
Littil last year it hAS impossible for
1:alifornia state colleges to require foreign language as a reqtdretnent for gradttation.
regnlat itin of the State hoard of I:ducal it’ll read : -No foreign language should
be required by a state college as a condition to graduation.
The min -language prmision had been
in effect since 1951.
Last year actions was taken by the
State College Presidents and the State
Hoard of hlucatimt to etnl such restrb.t ions.
It Was decided and approved that
language requirements should be givgn at
the discretion of the individual state colleges.
That seems to indicate that educators.
especially some at San Jose State. ha se
realized that what is needed to improNe
schools---is not just money---but higher
standards of education.

"Orders to
fake out"
/

Spaghetti
Ravioli Our Specialty
"The aroma from our genuine
Italian Kitchen will really send you"

Open
4 p.m. to 3 a.rn.
Sat. & Sun.
12 noon fo 3 a.rn

Speech

and

Drama

From $4.50 to $7.00
Drive-in Garage
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
Peoh G Caldwell manager

recently announced its
choice of production: for the
. coming season.
They are:
"She Stoops to Conquer" by
354 E. Santa Clara
Oliver Goldsmith. opens Oct.
CY 7-9961
16. Director: Dr. Jack Neeson.
I
"Inherit the Wind" by J. M.
Robert, opens Nov. 13. Director:
Miss Elizabeth Loeffler.
"Candida" by George Bernard
Shaw, opens Jan. 8. Director:
Dr. Paul Davee.
"La Boheme" by Puccini. opens Feb. 26. Director: Dr. Neeson.
cYpress 4-9404
"Right You Are hf You
ME PROOF CONSTRUCTION
Think So," by Luigi Pirandello,
TETIVISION BANOUET ROOM
opens March 25. Director: Miss
FOUNTAIN
COFFEE SHOP
Loeffler.
"Lilions" by Ferenc Molnar.
San Jose, California
, opens May 20. Director: Dr.
Davee.
_

MONTGOMERY HOTEL
South First St. at San Antonio

Prof. Kerr said the drama department opens wide its doors
to students outside the department. He said a new face with
talent adds to any production;
both by putting a new name in
the cast, and by furtKering the
educational goals of college pmductions.
"After World War II," Kerr
continued, "the veterans were
eager to try new activities,, hut
since their spirit has waned, the
percentage of non-tirania majors at tryouts has fallen off
considerably."

Kerr pointed out that students chosen for the cast receive one or two units, or can
consider it extra-curricular.
He said experience always is
a consideration in making the

final choice for a part, but if
the student has talent, inexperience is almost entirely illscounted.
"It really Is a pleasure to
teach acting to a young man or
lady mitts ability; often they
tura out to he better than our
majors, and we use them until
he graduate," Kerr said.

Kerr said that tryouts usually
are competitive, but the student can choose the part he
wants to read, and can prepare
beforehand. Directors of the respective plays furnish copies to
each student trying out.
Tryouts are held during the
registration period of each semester for all plays in that half
of the season.

ANTHONY D

REPAIRED
TRADED

SOLD

FREE DELIVERY and PICK-UP

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 East San Fernando
fr\kxt

CYpress 3-5283

to Cal Bool, Store)

The ’barbecue will begin at
a.m. Car pools will be arranged.

Gags 95,,

MORCOM’S
House of Nowt t%
I 15 So, First
CS

Amy Co.
CAMPAGNA

JR

3-751)(1

STREETS

(e_:)11611J
the finest in quality

Appointment Pictures
selection of proofs
and retouching.
Graduation Pictures

Featured

"STUDENT SPECIALS CY 2-6362

41 East San Antonio St.

Action, Please
Ray Baptista (left) and Judith
Blaisdell, both education majors, look on as Phil! Upton,
English major, reads a few lines
from a play scheduled for next
semester. Next season has several plays with a number of
small roles; good parts for students looking for just a smattering of theater experience. John
Kerr, associate professor of
drama, said "Inherit the Wind,"
a drama based on the famous
Scopes "Monkey Trial," has
many small roles, and singers
can look to "La Boheme" for a
chance to appear.

--Sparlafoto by Dan laaer

EASY ON YOUR

SPECIAL PURCHASE.
Diamond
Bridal Sets at only
Impressive

$9950
Including Federal l’ar
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Jim Adams
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Bill Knowles
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Mile Johnson
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Brush up on the facts in your LEISURE TIME ...
visit our GENERAL REFERENCE SECTION
of the Spartan Bookstore
to further help you enioy your leisure time the
general reference section affords you addicinformation on your major or merely to so’
sour curiosity. Included in this section are bo,,
)n: Literature end English: Physical Science.
Mathematir.;: Engineering: Religion; Business:
,.OrTICIr!sei
end other mate -n’
tion library.
.’e

th

bettr

students us

barns. & noble
college outlines
and
everyday handbooks
for review
famous educational Paperbacks
go price 1.50

over

140 titles on thg
following subjects:
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Anthropology
art
business
draws
economics
education
engineering
english
etiquette
covornment
handicrafts
history
languages
.athematicS
,flusle
philosopil
Psychology
recreations
science
sociology

speech
study side
on display at

YOURS ON CONVENIENT TERMS
There’s room in any budget for a mighty
important item under "5" for Sentiment’
And here it is!
Your choice of several bridal pairs
with SIX fiery diamondsthree in the

engagement ring and three in the wedding
ring. Magnificent modern designs, styled
in 14K white or yellow gold. We indte
comparison, and know you’ll agree these
are outstanding values. Come tomorrow!

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU
Open Mon. & Thurs. Til 9

spartan bookstore
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

71861

1

10

Entered as scOntl east rressfAr A1 24,
1134, at San Jose, California under the act
if March 3. 11179. Member California News.
paper Publishers’ Association. Published daily
by Asociated Students of San Jose Stele Col.
lege, except Softens*, and Sunday. during
Subscriptions accepted
college year,
only on
temainder-of.schoel-year basis. In
Fall sernestr, 54: in Spring semester, 51.
CV 44414Ed5orial Est. 110. 510. Adv. 211.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours
145.410 p.nI. Mohcley through Friday. Any
phone calls should b rned during this
period.
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Cards

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA

representatives are selling tickets
to the steak barbecue at $1.65 for .
members and 61.85 for non-mem-

When you use a TYPEWRITER!

Gifts

Professional Pharmacists
Open.
’tPiihMonidenCigYhptress

Kerr directed "King Midas"
and commented that this is an
example of pleasant teaching of

Stevens Creek Camp %vill he the
site Saturday for the Occupational
Therapy Club’s annual farewell
party for seniors in O.T. Class

TIME?

Looking for an unusual *
gift or funny gag it.,,
to bug your friends at if
that party?
We have the molt
complete line of goofy
gags in town.

a drama ma -

iitedente

Eight of the nine who played
in the "King Midas" children’s
producti011 h%11 weeks ago were
MI stage for the first time, and
seeral were non -drama majors.

O.T. Barbecue Set

LEISURE

opportunity. We want tei. a
.iemara
they can use us

However, when a student pops

Ralph Eetterly,

a Junior,
des,
for
’,

afiboekldueti.wrdhrsoaamidisa:a:hi.t:t:i.di Phlteleta:rindinerna,liatil:

up who Is qualifierilolinson muperilses, and the student does
the designing, Kerr Indicated,

ment

COLLEGE BOWL

COMFORT
CONVENIENCE
FRIENDLY SERVICE
MODERATE RATES

"The drama schedule for next
season looks like a fine year for
non-majors to get its to acting
as a diversion, or as serious pursuit," said John Kerr, associate
professor of drama, in an interview yesterday.

Jur and
the
sets

Depart-

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR a DOWNTOWN HOTEL ,r
for

acting. The students were inexperienced, but they were talented and willing to learn.
"Unfortunately," Kerr went
on, "there is not much chance
for a non-major to help out
backstage. Most of the set construction is done by classes in
play production"The actual designing of the
set cats be done only by a talented and trained designer,"
Kerr said. "Wendell Johnson,
professor of drama, is our pride
and joy. He is a one-in-a-thousand find among designers, and
does most of our sets."

By MIKE JOHNSON
Fine Arts Editor

Varied Dramas
In Coming Season

Sizzling

PIZZA

Drama Professor Welcomes Non -Majors

ROBERTS
BOOKS
Ar.ross from II, L.b,n,,

91 South First St., San Jose
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Spartafoto by Scott Turner
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A Swingin’ Affair

Dan Bauer, SJS sophomore, gives pretty Joan Preston a few
pointers on improving her swing (golf). Golf is rapidly becoming
one of the favorite sports among college students.

Manuscript
Reading
Tomorrow

EVEN IN SPRING

Shirley Kent, Sue Evers, Yvonne
Jackson and Mike Pattersackis,
finalists in the Kaucher Oral Reading Contest, will read winning
manuscripts at the 14th Annual
Valley Writers Conference in Concert Hall tomorrow at 9 a.m.
Virginia Taylor, San Jose city
librarian, and Alden Smith, assistant professor of speech, also will
read prize-winning manuscripts to
the group.
The conferenee, which consists
of 39 organized writing groups
in the Santa Clara Valley, will
award prizes to authors in 14
contest categories.
Don Platt, recent Phelan Literary Contest winner, and James
Cypher, editor of Reed magazine,
will attend the conference as delegates from the Pegasus Creative
Writing Society.
Robin White, winner of the
1959 Harper’s prize of $10.000
for his novel "Elephant
will speak on "Aspects of Contemporary Fiction."
Editors and representatives from
Doubleday, C. Y. Crowell Co., Putnam and Howard McCann publishing houses will be in attendance
at the meeting.

A San Jose State professor’s
predicted-definition of the word
"reading" in the year 2000:
"Something once engaged in
rather extensively by college students before the advent of televised lectures and demonstrations,
tape-recorded outside listening assignments and college science labs
equipped with instructional films,
a projector and a miniature screen
on each table."
Each spring we hear the cry of
appalled educators raving that the
younger generation is becoming
progressively more illiterate as
evidenced by their reading habits.
Springtime, according to tradition,
Is the season when students forget
how to read.
In hopes of discovering SJS students’ leisure-season reading habits
(if any), we perused through statistics kept at the college library
and
Miss
interviewed
Joyce
Backus, head librarian.
We found that each month,
records are kept of the number
of books checked out, the number of questions asked the 11brarlans, and the daily traffic
through the library doors.
The statistics revealed that in
spite of balmy days, berrnuda
shorts, weekends at Santa Cruz
and other leisure activities, students check-out as many books in
the spring as any other time of
the year. The same statistics also
indicated that every season of the
year the college library is a mighty
busy place.

KINGS, STUDENTS DO IT

Pellet Play Has Long History
By .FELIX ELIZALDE
Ike does it. movie stars do it,
el. en college students do it . . .
anyone from nine to 90 can do it.
Do what? Play golf, natch!
The game has come a long way
from the day in 1457 when the

Scottish Parliament, disturbed because football and golf had lured
young Scots from the more soldierly exercise of archery, passed
an ordinance that, "futeball and
golf be utterly cryit doun and
nocht usit."

FISHING TACKLE
!-6362

Casting Rods
Spinning Rods

52.95 and up
$5.95 and up

H.I. SPIN REEL
MITCHELL SPIN REEL
QUICK, GERMAN SPIN REEL

Reg. $11.50

Reg. $32.50
Reg. $29.50

NOW $7.95
NOW $17.88
NOW $17.88

Licenses, Lures, Eggs and Worms

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 East San Fernando

NEW ARRIVALS
for Surf ’N Sand ... at

’Ncuiditc-ba
I..

Downtown San Jose

THE NEW

HERE
COMES
THE

BAND

James I and Charles I (the
one doesn’t refer to their handicap) of the royal line of Stuarts were golf enthusiasts,
whereby the game came to be
known as "the royal and ancient game of golf."
Today the game has become
somewhat humanized and is no
longer limited to royalty.
It is becoming increasingly popular among the college crowd.
Most schools include golf in their
physical education program,
’No other action sport can be
Indulged in by a greater variety
of people.
Unlike other sports, such as tennis, handball or basketball, golf
allows the participant to regulatp
the action to fit his needs.
Contrary to popular belief, golf
isn’t an expensive sport, although
the initial cost of a set of clubs
and balls is fairly high.
However, the novice doesn’t
need an entire set of new clubs.
If he Insists on starting out
fully equipped, a used set can
be purchased for, a nominal
price.
Happily for San Jose State students, the school provides the
equipment and necessary instruction for those who enroll in golf
classes. It is possible to earn units
while learning to play the game.
Jerry Vroom, assistant professor of physical education, believes
that SJS has a very excellent golf
program considering the facilities
avaNble.
Although &IS doesn’t have
its own golf course, a driving
range is available. "Some schools
such as Stanford, Ohio State,
and Duke have their own
course." ’room said. "The University of Iowa has two," he
added.
Enrollment in SJS golf classes
is divided equally between men
and women. At registration time,
golf is one of the most sought
after P.E. courses.
scoring,
rules,
Instructions,
proper conduct of the golf course,
and other "golf etiquette" is also
given.

Is

By ED HOLLAND
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54.95

"BEACH COMBER" PANTS

55.95

"SEAT COVER" BRIEFS

fl .95

-SEAT COVERS," Boxer length
TERRY JACKETS

$4.95

$4.95 to $6.95

(teet,’,:y TORE FOR nic n
Santa Clara at Second

- --------..,.....--

St4f
GREEN STAMPS
We Gin/ Them

Since 1925
max FREI .. 20 So. 2a4. 30 So. 3r4
CITY PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED
,00.,

30 E. SAN ANTONIO

A project such as this was
made back In Depression days
by federally - employed WPA
workers, Miss Ruckus reported.
The project indicated that librarian majors checked-out the
most hooks Ivith home economic
major. placing
second.
A day at the Spartan library
(even in the middle of the leisure ly month of May) would probably
convince anyone that in spite of I
dire predictions and claims, students are now reading and making I

FLATS CASUALS PLAYSHOES
by

PENALJO PAMELA TOMAS
TOWN & COUNTRY
largest selection of sizes,

styles and colors in downtown San Jose
Charge Accounts

Open

Thurs. Eves.

Allow yourself more LEISURE TIME .. .
visit our TERM PAPER REFERENCE SECTION
.,3*e

me.

"a* tt.-- pa

per: with the proper aids, you can complete
your term paper in less time ... more time for
leisure! See our authoritive guides to scholarly
stlye for tyepwritten reports of research in both
scientific and non-scientific fields, covering matters of format, footnotes, and bibliography, use
of quotations, tables, illustration, clarifying points
of form by numerous examples and sample pages.

Today is the deadline for AWS
chairmanship applications. Forms
may be obtained in Adm269 from
Miss Margaret Harper, activities
adviser.
Open are positions of TAWS correspondent, community service.
Big-Little Sister Day and publicity
chairmanships. Interviews will
take place Monday at 3:30 p.m. in
WG8.

spartan bookstore
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

attention getters with
summer casuals
and cottons.
See the girl
who wears them
and you’ll
know why

Thong Classics

by

BERNARDO

and pastels, too!
white

black
harness brown
7.95 to 10.95

CRYSTAL
CREAMERY
The Student’s Hangout

, ab
.r

AN Seat Covert thorft and pant,
have the new elatt/c/terl side ream,

3

"I think the notion that Students as much use of the library as ever Construction 01 11 five-story Iiread less in the spring is a mid- -In fact they’re causing the brary-addition is scheduled to beconception," Miss Joyce Backus library to burst out at its seams. gin in June.
said. "Lately we’ve been checking
out at least a thousand books a
day which is no less than during
the rest of the year."
Students, It appears, lift for
spring vacation with intentions
of reading. The library checked
out more books on the Friday
before vacation than any other
day that month.
Although the library uses several methods to keep tab of its
popularity, the staff is currently
hoging some graduate student will
make a study of student reading
habits by major and college year.
A person making the study could
use check-out slips saved by the
librarian each time a student borrows a book. These slips could
then be correlated with the borrower’s year in college and major.
CY2-5090

AWS Offices Open;
Forms Due Today

The Rev. Ward Wiley, chaplain
of Agnews State Hospital, will
explain his duties. at a supper-discussion meeting of Canterbury
Assn. Sunday at 6 p.m.
Anyone interested may attend
the meeting in the Student Christian Center, 92 S. 5th St.

"OUTRIGGER" SHORTS

Vitt ts 1)111,1

Reading Pace Not Leisurely

Chaplain To Speak

See the Parade of "Seat Covers"
at The Wadrobr today!

Friday, Ma \ 1", 1115,1

Of-

Pnmr!y n mutt for the hot clnys! Try
sundaes, sodas, and
ru,r do
rnollohelies.
Four4ein: B,eahfast. Lunch. Dinner.
MW monagomost/

7th & E. Santa Clara

ours alone in San Jose
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Teach Her To Bowl.
? . Get Insurance

By GREGORY H. BROWN
. !iota.)
No
that way; here let me show you
how. Grasping the 16-pound Brunswick, 1 maneuvered into my famous Don Carter stance, cautiously
approached the foul line and let
fly.

A chorus of wood meeting wood
burst forth as the pins took cover
and I triumphantly wheeled a, round, an elated expression on rny’
face.1
"Oh
. you got them all!" she
, bellowed, causing the gentleman
in the next alley to gutter his ball

in muttering disgust. Bouncing up her plan of attack. Then . . .
and down, ponytail swishing with Bermudas rippling . . her sate
nietronomic rhythm she confident- 5 triple A’s approached the foul
ly picked up her ball and sighted linestopped :nut then she let
the elusive target.
I couldn’t help but curl my
The black oval looked like a
mouth in a sneering grin as I missile going into orbit as it soarWatched her seriously studying ed toward the new illuminating

GET CLOSE, USE IMAGINATION

Photo Trouble? Try These Helpful Hints
By PHYLLIS MACKALL
One of the fist things %se Americans do before heading for leisure
time at the beach or mountains is
to load our trusty box cameras.
Taking pictures has become a national sport.
People probably take more pictures of other people than anything else. Yet few things are as
unsightly as pictures of cute babies
taken outdoors with telephone
wires intersecting their heads. Instead, why not take baby’s picture
against a simple %sail, the lawn, or
even a sheet.
Their eyes probably are squinted
shut because they were directly
facing the sun.
The moral of this story, then,
Is: keep your backgrounds simple. If you’re taking a picture of
a person, the person, after all,

is the most important element.
Don’t be afraid to move in on
your subject. One rule might be:
stand where you think you ought
to, then take two steps forward.
Open shade is soft and flattering to persons and results in a
natural likeness. Squinting and
dark shadows under the eyes, nose
and chin do not appear in photographs taken in light shade.

traits and landscapes. Don’t just
point, shoot, and hope you got
something. Try to become aware
of composition and imagine the
s

earthpeople

If you’re on the beach, hold a
piece of aluminum foil, a lightcolored towel, or a newspaper
under the face to reflect sunlight
back onto the face and into the
shadows.

IIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111111111111111 By JERRY NACHMAN11111111111111;111111111

A RUDDY YOUTH in a blue and white barber -pi& cap has
been up here recently trying to push his Pushcart Derby off on
everybody. He sounds like wl may have another event on our
hands with the magnitude of a Turkey Trot.
Pushcart Relays are not something *to be laughed offso. No
indeedy. And to show how worthwhile the yearly Soapbox Run
is in our student life here at San Jose State, some brothers of
good-will-toward-men-dom have gone to the trouble of setting up
an iron-stiff set of by-laws which shall govern the Relayscome
fire, flood, famine or green plague.
It is all told in a six-page constitution, complete with Roman
numerals, brackets, sections and other such governmental goulash;
and no one can pass off a neaty stapled six-page constitution complete with Roman numerals. Not even I.
*
*
*
LET US GO scampering along through the paragraphs and see
what they have to say. tIf this is at all like other constitutions I
have seen it will have nothing to say.)
PATRONIZE
Hm-mm, let’s see ..."ARTICLE VI" deals with the Arm Band
problem: and if you have ever had to deal with an arm band you
OUR ADVERTISERS
know what I mean. We read on I
and find out only authorized
persons such as a’ "Relay Station Official" (made MORE ofFor Refreshments and Relaxation
ficial, you’ll note, by capjtallzing the r, s and 0) may wear
STOP BY
the Official Arm Band.
All others caught with UNofficial arm bands I imagine
will be placed under a thumb
screw for a period of 60 days;
407 KEYES ST., SAN JOSE
or perhaps they will have their
arms whacked off Just above the
elbow. That would teach them.
V V
ANDY
RAY
Now there are, of course, specifications to be met: ’The
wheelbase may be no more than
60 inches," they stipulate. (My
problem is that I have no idea
whatsoever what a wheelbase
looks like.)
*
*
*
UNDER "ARTICLE XII,"
Section 4 there are the "Judging Rules": "The judging of
winners," they say, "shall be
based on . . . who crosses the
finish line first and second,"
GoodI am happy to see there
CAW
will be nobody sneaking across
seventh or eighth and trying to
claim first place.
Stck"te
It looks to this spectator as if
everything has been taken care
of when the Pushcarts push off
today at 2 p.m. The ARTICLES
and sections are taking care of
everything. Brothers, there is
absolutely NO cause for worry.
And I am sure those dark
14)eil iSer1Mt-ta’cii4
grey clouds that are forming
will go away. If they do not,
perhaps next year ARTICLE
xVIII could be written in to
take care of that.

A subject wearing glasses need
not remove them. By turning his
head and lowering his chin, reflections usually may be avoided.
Let your artistic talents reign.
Try imagination when taking perPlanning a Summer Tour?
Here’s your chance to get a lo;ke
witS e.,eryt!...nq you need

DESIMONE’S
So’L

and St,

Easy Terms
72 So. Second

Son Jos*

Pent Selix Formal Wear,...the perfecan of fabric, fining and tailoring
makes YOUR formal appear it was
tailored for you exclusively.

1

San Jose

San Francisco

.00kkiond

Berkeley

Polo

CV 4-2322
Alto

Graduation Form
Candidates for
undergraduate
degrees in January 1960
must report to Adm102 .before
May
to make out an application, 29
Mes,
Dorothy Lanini, graduation
clerk,
announced yesterday.

"On one condition," she said ...
"promise you’ll teach me more
next week."
I promised and we left hand in
hand, with the score sheet triumphantly clutched in her hand.

. .. YOUR EYES CAN
ONLY
BE AS GOOD AS
YOUR
GLASSES
. . DON’T LOOK
FOR CHEAP BARGAINS!

England’s Fines.

THE RALEIGH
Bicycles

CONSULT
Dr. HAROLD HASKELL
Optometrist
Cornplet eye esarninetioee
and optical service.
Latest styled glasses
and opl,cei ores,;pt;orn
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So. 1st St.

Come in for a sample ride.

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The AlamedaCY 3-9766

San Jose

"ful
p,-d-

P.E. Party Tonight
.

miss pal

waist in -Wampoise.- the fine cotton
’rat yau can res
r wear. No
ironing necessary. A fall 4.yard llh
with 6-inch !-e.
Beige ’
Sszes 7

$1 298

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT
100 sets to choose from
From $4 PER MONTH and up.
SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS
No rood., 0, tel,‘,;06, charge on rentals
First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If You Decide to Purchase
LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

Ask About Our Student Charges
DOWNTOWN
161 South T.rst

Tau Gamma, honorary fraternity for women in physical educ
Ron and recreation, will hold
"Fun Night" for members tonight
at 7 in the Women’s Gym.

VALLEY fAIR

TV Rentals Co.
Cse block south of Sors
466 hAr;dien Rd.
CV 4.3311

114.1,
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TIP
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Sc
reps
tag
thrI1
Isere

FA
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social
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Wes
rector
Couch
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TROPICAL
IN ALL THE WORLD!

DON DRYSDALE
1360 Lincoln Avenue
Willow Glen
LOTS of free PARKING
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Beans After Race
A bean feed
Alpha Phi Omega following
Pushcart Relays, dinner chairm
Larry Baker announced.
, Price will be 90 cents. Bak
, said. The meal will be served on
green, close to the relay cow

SA
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LIGHTEST WEIGHT

j
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RENTALS

75 SOUTH SECOND
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I’ll hair to admit she learned
a little from my Jail:sot tutorfinishing that night. When
ed our battle on the hardwood
I got her to promise that she
would nmer, under ally circumatances, tell anybody what had
occurred 1a our Itttlo duel.

THE JOLLY INN

.

FORMAL WEAR
SALES

finished picture. You’ll be surprised how your snapshots will improve when you try these hints.
Happy shooting!

fixtures that adorned the low ceiling. Leveling off it made a pronounced "BOOM" landing somewhere down the middle of the
alley next to us and completely
upset our friend whose face was.
by now a bright crimson.
Trying to hide my conspicuous
embarrassment I swallowed hard.
mopped my brow and uttered more
words of constructive criticism.
"Nu doll ... try and keep the ball
on the floor."
I saw the man at the desk
press his eyes to his binoculars
and scan our general area. It
seemed that my girl had made
a slight indentation in the midille of the alley as a result of her
last bombastic landing,
uan’t figure it out," she puzzled, a slight trace of salty fluid
emanating from the corner of ht.:
beautiful saucers. "I -I-I did it jii,’
like you showed me."
"ER ... not quite," I said, tryi11,:
to hold back the enormous guffiikk
that was trying to exert itself.
"You’re supposed to end up on
the same alley from whence you
started from."
"Every time?" she inquired.
Well, the next hour went by
with much the same "unfortunate
results." A large gathering had
accumulated behind us, giving bits
of "professional" advice.
I didn’t know whether I was
getting through to her, but the
hour hand was wending its way
toward the "owlish" hours. I was
afraid the 19 cent hamburger palace would be closing Akin, so we
decided to have one "quick game"
just for kicks and depart.
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Hordes Pack Park For Giants

Ifilagtsdad-by-the Hay gase out
By BILL KNOWLES
with a welcome which rivaled
sAN FRANCISCO --- More than
22.000 person.s -- San Franciscans, Gen. MacArthur’s hoinevoming celebration in 1959. Pounds
peolnsulans, San Joseans, Eastbayof ticker-tape were tossed out of
10, convention visitors, tourists
with astonishing Montgomery St. windows and
_ jam themselves
thousands of people Joined in the
regularity into a city block boundBryant, 15th and Po- citywide soiree,
ed by it,th,
That welcome never has ceased.
trero Sts,
And it hasn’t yet reached its peak.
The place: Antiquated, diminuThe tilanta, who outgrew
tise Seals Stadium.
minor-league Seals Stadium beThe reason: The San Francisco
fore they ever set foot on CaliGiants,
fornia soil, are moving into a
San Franc!two long has had a
new home hi early September.
reputation fur doing things up
It’s Candlestick Park out on (of
mg. When the Wants moved
all places) Candlestick Point.
their National ’,eaglee franchise
The pennant race---and it’s sure
here from New York last year,
to be a trauma -will decide the
magnit tide of the Candlestick

opening celebrati,m,
.s its!
San Francisco loves its ’Maws
It’ll be partytime, regardless.
The "61-nnts" fitmre to challenge for the pennant.
Right now they’re right near the
top. If such stars as 0 land.
Cepeda (Sub -PAY -dal, Felipe Altai
(rhythmically pronounced Fee-leep
An -boo), and Jim Davenport keep
going the way they are now, it’s
likely to be World Series time in
the City come October.
Manager Bill Rigney’s crew
knows it’s not in a pansy league,
and it’s playing like it. If you’re
curious, motor up to Seals Stadium
(if you have a ticket( and sit in
on one of those cliff-hange:s.
The Bay Area’s tweeptanee of

%HT tN DAMN -4

14’;)

the former tiothamites has been
fantastic. People travel hundreds
of utiles on trumped-up "Modness" and ,or spare time to see
big-time baseball.
Giant faithful charter buses and
airliners when the S.F. team invadas the Dodgers"’Grand C’anyon
with Seats" in Los Angeles.
I Giant fans follow their team by
I radio, too. Giant games aired on
KSFO (560) and a northern Celli fornia network rank No. 1 in midience ratings, surveys show.
Why all this Giant success? The
Giants play baseball-- -baseball at
its best.
See you in the World Series ticket line.
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MEETINGS Swimtime Demands Safety
,
Sand Sleepm ,

Jack Weddemeyer, stets director of
By JERRY REDFORD
speak before the
social welfare, will tonight
at 7:30 M
With the snows Of Winter melt- ’ Mg of life sasing for advan,..I
social Work Club
ing, the recreational focal point swimmers.
CM ISO.
Wedderneyer was formerly the di- has turned to the clean white
If possible avoid swimming at
Santa
for
Clara
welfare
social
of
odor
sands of the beaches and lakes
a beach or lake where you are
Caviler. Th public is invited.
in this area. .
unfamiliar with the conditions.
Along with the summer recreaA onreday accounting conference
’It is advisable to first check at
will open tomorrow at 9 e.m, in this don of swimming, boating and sur- the local Red Cross or
Chamber
Essinwing Lecture Hall.
ing, come the usual warnings from
of Commerce as to the latter
A noon luncheon for the conference the safety counselors, but
though
by
Cafeteria.
Talks
the
for
conditions.
is scheduled
Pas. John T. Wahlquist and Dr. Pete they may be routine, how many
In many of the ocean Ixatelies
lidnek, associate professor of business, people really pay any attention
along the coast there are hazardani on th day’s program.
to them?
The most important thing to re- ous undertows, for which most
good Waikin, instructor in &dies
,ad weaving at the Richmond Art Cm’s- member with the first dip of the have been marked. Where signs
iv, will speak on "Scandinavian Tex- season is that muscles not used indicate this, stay away, the signs
Silos" today at 2:30 p.m. in SI42.
for several months are not in the were put there for a purpose.
-Last, but one of the most itncondition that they were at the
portant of the swimming rules. is
end of last summer.
directly aft,r
Before trying to iMiM t.0 that not to go swimming
.
g, rnystcuans recommendla.
raft you swam to last summer,
you better practice a while near at least a half hour be taken lot shore, and tone up unused mus- food to digest after eating.
Have fun but take it easy.
cles, swim safety advisor, warn.
-For beginners, there is nothing ,
worse, say Red Cross experts, than
to learn from a mediocre swimmer
--for his mistakes will be picked
"Titanic," s t a rri ng Barbara
up by the learning swimmer.
Stanwyck, will be shown tonight
Even the experienced swimmer at 7:30 in Morris Dailey Auditocan stand to take a refresher Mum.
course in swimming, or advanced
The showing is sponsored by the
swimming lessons. In most pools , senior class anti open to the public
there is time alloted for th, teach- I Admission is 25 cents.

_

’Titanic’ Flick Set

or,

JUDD HAS IV

IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

Makes shopping convenient’
and easy when looking
for one of these
FAMOUS BRANDS of...
LINGERIE, HOSIERY, BRAS, GIRDLES,
SPORTSWEAR, SWEATERS
Hollywood V.Ette
Vessarette
Formfit-Lif
Warner’s
Jantzen
Permelift
Exquisite Form
Lady Marlene
Playtex
Simone
ROSE

MARIE

REIM

RMfl
HIGH KEY sheaths you
in shapely bengaline,
elasticized and topped off with a frothy
Whitecap of tucked
nylon tricot! High
key colors; 9-15, 17.95

relman’s
For the best figures in Tows"

185 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Treasures of Paris
Gossercl
Peter Pan

Our
Experts
Will
Fit
You

Munsingwear
Kickernick
Wonder Maid
GlobssAthena
Lollipops
Vision Hosiery

Triumph Hosiery
Judd Hosiery
Supp-hose by Mojud
Durham 0. Luxe
Hosiery
Virginia Maid Hosiery
1So)e Secret)
lest Made
(Silk Hosiery)

Leotards and Tights
by "DANSKINSFirst National Chorge Plan
Bankamericard Charge Pic.,a

Sidney Gould Sweaters
Adidas, illotiot, Skirts
Malbe Blouses
56 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
Between First & Market
SAN JOSE

Enjoy your LEISURE TIME more . .
visit our COLLEGE NOVELTY SECTION
that little extra "spark" to make your leisure
time ’fun time,’ browse through our wide assortment of novelties. to help make your college
years memorable, you will find here such items a.
scrapbooks, ’ Nebbish" salt and pepper shakers
milFor
lamps, record holders, stuffed animals. Son Jo.:’
State beer steins, "Nebbish" glasses, cups, and
ash trays, book racks, and many others, including personal item’,

e

spartan bookstore
RIGHT ON CAMPUS

Spartafotos by Bill Knowles

I.

Surfmg Lures Final Day
Many to Sea For Discount

By JIM ADAMS
T.G.1.F.! Let’s go to Santa
! i
’ These weekends an estimated
5000 collegiates, most of them
from six central coast colleges, are
Ti slay marks the last chance tor
. migrating to the seaside city f
’
or . student; to save $1 on Junior’ beachtirne, partytime, surfboard!
in the I Senior Ball tickets.
riding and plain old sleepin’
Bid prices will be raised from
sand.,
1$3 to $4 for Monday sales.
la...
San
The largest delegation, from
Bids will be on sale today and
Jose State, convenes at Cal Beach
through Friday of next
’
JutMonday
s north of the boardwalk arid . week in front of the Library.
casino.
i Bids also will be available in the
Talk about leisure time, the ’ Student Affairs Business Office.
says
leiChamber of Commerce
T1I16.
, sure Its ing here dates back to
The ball will he next Friday
1791,
when
two
FranSeptember
In San Francisco’s Village, 901
ciscan Fathers founded the Holy
Coluntbus, front 9 p.m. until
Cross Mission.
1 Spartans amiably keep up the I a.m.
Dress for the affair, which has
tradition. They spend the day touring the boardwalk, riding the been shrouded by conflicting rewaves and adding color to the skin ports, definitely has been decided
1 --brown if they’re lucky, red if as semi -formal.
Co-eds may wear cocktail dressIthey’re not.
Saturday nights there is dancing es and male Spartans, either a
at Cocoanut Grove ballroom on dark suit or tuxedo.
the north end of the boardwalk-"It’s an all -college. affair,"
I often to the music of big name Deanne Bennett, co-chairman rebands.
minds:. "It will be the Junlor’s
Billy May was there two weeks
Prom and the Senior’s Ball, so
are
ago and the Four Freshmen
we hope to see a large turnout,"
in
scheduled for June 6 (right
she concluded.
the middle of finals).
Dick Reinhart’s two bands will
"Skip" Littlefield, public rela- provide music at the first SJS
the
52that
tions man, asserts
Junior Prom -Senior Ball combinayear-old Cocoanut Grove is one of tion titled "Makaptau Lani "
the
left
in
ballrooms
only 10 large
country. "Every big name band
PATRONIZE
since Paul Whiteman has been ;
here," he adds.
The regular 15-piece orchestra I OUR ADVERTISERS
at the ballroom is directed by Karl I
Bruhn.
Not everyone goes to Santa
Cruz for swimming. The state
has set aside 12,187 aeres for
parks as well as beaches in the
county, and there are historical
landmarks to take a look at.
Big Basin - - deep in the Santa
Cruz mountains --was California’s
first state park (19021 and its
10,117 acres of virgin redwood timber remain the largest of state
operated forest areas.
Until recent years, many fraternity pledges saw Big Basin during
the darkest dl early morning
hours. But Deputy Sheriff Bob I
Johnson said no pledges have been ,
dumped recently.
Seventeen miles below the
basin, on the San Lorenzo river,
Is the Henry (’owellm RedWOlida
State Park. This is where the
"oldest trees In the
alleged
world" are.
Worth a quick trip are the picturesque mountain centers of
lloulder Creek, Ben Lomond
Brookdale and Felton.
A good way to see them all is to
head for Saratoga, take California 9 up Into the mountains and
turn south on Skyline (California
51. With an early enough start you
’an get to the beach before sunlown.

eruz

On Ball Bids

’There’s ..loi ;n Giantville
Acton between the Sat: Frenc sco Giants and the Los Angeles
Dodgers unfolds before a capacity throng of More than 22,500
people at Seals Stadium as Giant rightfielder Felipe Alou takes
a toehold to blast an oncoming Johnny Podres pitch (arrow) for
a home run. Giant manager Bill Rigney (inset) anticipates the
smash with eagerness.
Open Thursday Until 9:00

Your Store For
U.S. KEDS and
U.S. KEDETTES

Cool/
You II find a
gay assortment
of Keds and
Kedettes a’
HEROLDS!

Red
Blue
White
(Cock

$4.75
Wherever you
or whatever you oo
... be sure to take
a pair of these
favorites.
REAL COOL!

Black
Or

Chico
(Beige)

$4.98

cl:T2227

ONES
1

xPP, 5

DIXIELAND MUSIC

MN Pressmen
Lift Pickets

The Pressmen’s Union lifted
its picket line on the Mercury NMI%
last night at 7, after
making a tentative agreement
on contract terms yesterday.
Mill holding the picket line
are members of the Stereotyper% Union and Newspaper Guild.
The strike enters its 91st day,

Wednesday i-hru Saturday

’BACK ROOM TRIO’
After-Hours Breakfast

Steam Brews

417 SO. FIRST STREET

SMART STUDENTS

(cv.:ross from Gay)

DON’T SIMMER THIS SUMMER..

VAUGHN’S

,,KEEP COOL IN COROACCA BABY CORD SLACKS
LIGHT WEIGHT COTTON . . . CHROMSPUN DACRON
A WRINKLE RESISTANT MATERIAL, GIVES YOU EASY
"WASH ’N WEAR" CARE. FOUND IN FINER STORES AT
$6.95; PROCURABLE AT VAUGHN’S
FOR ONLY

STUDENT CLOTHING UNION

121 So, Ch St. ,San Jcce "Up Om Alley

AT

4.51

Ray Norton Runs
To Win, Not for 9.2

Two Nines
Top ’Mural
Ball Loop

ii-SPARTAN PAILY

irons most of the nation’s jaunty ’Los Angeles," Ray said. "We
sprinters. says, "I race to win and weren’t given a chance in the
race, but we finished fourth in
’
not for time."
In Ray’s 9.3 100 yarder at Fres- 1:28.2. I can truthfully say I got
Hay \ "11" of
wefill1"6
no. this statement’s authenticity R bigger kick out of that than
San Jose State., was brought out.
In his heat running the 9.3."
A tumultuous roar greeted event, Ray ran away with the
Norton’s first competitive 100the announcement. Six foot. race and was cruising the last 20 yard dash came at the same high
two inch Hay !Norton had yards unpressed, five yards ahead school as he took the event in
10.8. His best high school mark in
propelled his long lean legs of the pack.
"Why did he look back?" the the 100 was 10.2 and his best prep
to within .1 of a new world mark

Two teams, The Hustlers and
The Clods, are currently setting
the pace in the Independent Softball League with perfect 3-0 records.
The Hustlers and The Clods will
meet Monday at 3:45 p.m. on the
southwest diamond of the football
practice field in a game that may
determine the eventual winner of
the league.
Close on the heels of the leaders is the once beaten Bob’s Boozers squad whose only defeat has
come at the hands of The Hustlers.
The Ads and UN, both playing

The
LOS ANGELES tatli
California Intercollegiate BaseAssociation championship
ball
probably will be decided when
first -place Southern California
and second-place Stanford meet
for a two-game series today and
tomorrow at Bovard Field,

By GREGORY H. BROWN

"Th,

. . .

93

for the third time in his collegiate career.
’’If he hadn’t looked back he
would of had a 9.2 for sure,"
rumbled the officials checking
their watches at the tape.
Shaking their heads, they sullenly turned to one another . . .
"There was Ray’s big chance .
he muffed it."
What did Ray muff, 1 asked
mvself? The thin calved sprinter had Just done something for
the third time: something that
only sesen other.i in the history
of track and field had been able
to do.
Norton, a complete turnabout

sportsw-riters quiz again.
The answer appeared quite simple after chatting with Ray prior
to the meet. His desire to win,
whether it be a heat or the finals
of the NCAA, is something more
to him than running against the
stem of a watch. Turning back
was Ray’s way of making sure
he had the heat stowed away.
Ray’s most exciting experience
as a sprinter, oddly enough, didn’t come during his collegiate
experience. His greatest thrill
came during his high school career at Oakland Tech.
"Our high school relay team
was running at the state meet in

220 was 22.4. Both marks seem
slightly out of proportion in comparison to his rapid strides in college competition.

BAKMAS

THE HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

Sporb
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MUFFLER and SEAT
COVER SERVICE
8th & Santa Clara

Sfs.
Coach Bud Winter described
I Block from Campus
Norton as "a man with as fierce
are
records,
2-2
clip
with
at a .500
San Jose
a desire to win as I have ever
tied for the fourth spot to round
seen." Winter confesses that durPhone CY 4-7505
out the first division.
ing Ray’s early training stages
INDEPENDENT STANDINGS
Won Lost
he had to work with the ambiTEAM
Saran Vinyl -Back
3
Spartan Special
The Hustlers
tious youngster to help him con3
0 I
NORTON
RAY
RAND
The
Clods
SEAT COVERS
trol his emotions which Winter
2
I
... runs to win, not for time Bob’s Boozers
popular colors
describes "so much a part of a
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ONCE AGAIN THE experts have gone out on the limb and picked
Bobby Morrow, the ex-Abilene Christian, flash to defeat Ray Norton
in the 100-yard classic tomorrow in the annual Memorial Coliseum Relays at Los Angeles.
In a story from the Los Angeles Times recently, several sportswriters claimed that Morrow, in his recent clash with Norton at the
33rd running of the West Coast Relays in Fresno last weekend, had
broken from the blocks behind Norton.
From the press box it was fairly obvious, after four false starts,
two of them attributed to Morrow’s overeagerness, that Norton broke
from the starting blocks behind the Texas star.
THE CLASH AT the Coliseum appears to be one of the best 100
dash contests ever witnessed by a crowd. Entered in the meet will be
Mike Agostini, former Fresno State speedster, Bill Woodhouse of
Abilene Christian and Morrow.
Woodhouse already has a 9.1 timing in the 100 this year. The run,
however, was not accepted by the track officials due to a higher wind
velocity than Is allowed by track rules.

IARRY WILLIAMS, star lefthanded hurler for coach Ed Sobczak’s
baseballers took to the golf course recently and carded a hole-in -one at
the Fairgrounds Fairways, on the three par nine hole chip and putt
course.
According to club officials it was the first hole-in-one on the course
this season.
Williams is enrolled in Tiny Hartranft’s T.T. Golf and Tennis.
IT APPEARS FROM the latest blast i??1 from talkative Frank
!Axle, general manager of the Cleveland Indians, that he is trying
nothing better than a little psychological warfare with his Cleveland
baseballers. It was reported, following the postponement of the Cleveland -New York game Wednesday night, that the Yankees were afraid
of the Indians when the two clubs failed to agree on a date for the rescheduling of the game.
According to the report, Lane wanted the game to he played yesterday, an open date for both clubs. The Yanks, according to the report turned the offer down. At this time Lane came out with his
blast that the Yankees were afraid to play the Indians and they
(Yankees) were waiting for the return of Bill Skowron to first base.
Lane has been known to blow off steam in the American and his
short stint in the National League, and it appears he hasn’t changed
with the acquisition of another ball club
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MeKINSEY REPORT
MODESTO (UPIIA new twist
to the collegiate telephone booth
stuffing craze was reported here
yesterday. Ron G. McKinsey, Modesto JC student, was arrested
for dynamiting a telephone booth
Just to see how high it would blow,
according to police.
Debris and glass were scattered
for 150 feet but no one was hurt.

IMPORTED

LOS ANGELES 1E:Pl, 11,_01.4er
outfielder Carl Forint) received a
telegram yesterday from Yankee
relief pitcher Ryne Duren expressregret for hitting Furillo with
An Olympic Development meet is slated for Spartan Stadium ing
a pitched ball last Thursday durtomorrow at 130 p.m. with teams from San Jose State, Stanford,
ing an exhibition game here.
Olympic Club and Santa Clara Youth Village entered.
Furillo suffered a cracked rib
A miniature "All Comers" meet, the track encounter will feaas a result of the incident and the
ture all of the Olympic events. which Include the hap-step-jump,
Dodgers asked Commissioner Ford
hammer throw, 400 meter hurdles and the steeplechase.
Frick to place him on the disabled
Partial squads from San Jose State’s varsity and the Indian’s list.
varsity will provide many interesting battles.
Yri the two-mile, Stanford’s Bob Monzingo will test Wes Bond and
Don Kelly of the SJS varsity and Bill Dani and Bill Morgan of the
SJS freshman team.
Willie "Whip" Williams will face Stanford’s sprint duo of Norman
reasP and Dean Smith, both sub-10 men.
Stanford weight men
’ferry Winters, who has gone
over 115 feet in the shot; Doug Franchetti, over 14 feet in the pule
vault; Marian Walling in the high Jump, and Harland Linimer In
the discus.
Chuck McNiff and freshman Tim "Tam" Curtis will duel in the
open 440 -yard run. Curtis is the freshman school record holder in
this event and McNiff is the varsity’s top threat.
Walling, Stanford’s sensational freshman high jumper, has gone
6-7 in the jump event already this year. He will be opposed by Coach
Bert Bonanno’s Art Dalbey and Ed Marcus,
Jerry Howell and Morgan will duel in the mile run event for
San Jose State.

Congratulations
RAY NORTON
You have two
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beating Bobby Morrow
and tieing the
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ii’te...t of the telegram:
-Terribly sorry I hit you Thurs.
day night with a stray pitch. Of
course you know it was accidental.
Really feel badly you are incapacitated. Hope you are well soon.
Please understand that I’ve always stayed on the mound in such
cases and there was nothing personal in my not coming tu the
plate."

JEANMAIRE I

1ST

66

Dr. George D. Spindler, professor of anthropology at Stanford
University, will be the guest speaker in the Morris Dailey Auditorium
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
Dr. Spindler is the first of a
series of speakers designed to give
physical education majors an opportunity to hear outstanding
-peakers in their field and related
areas.
"Physical Education and American Cultural Values In Our Changing Times," will be the title of Dr.
Spindler’s talk.
All physical education majors
are required to attend. Classes
at, will be disfrom 3:30-4:0
missed for all physical education
majors.
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"She
breathes
sex in a
bikini -a dazzling
package
indeed!"
N Y. Poa

Delta Upsilon, a come through
ball club all season long, came
from behind to win the 1959 Interfraternity League softball championship yesterday 3-1 over Sigma
Alpha Epsilon at Willow St. Park.
SAE threatened in the top of the
first when Doug Williams led off
with a double, Chuck Dunbar was
safe on an error and Bob Sullivan
walked. The SAEs were stopped,
however, when Ron Earl forced
Williams at home and Don Ruff
lined into a double play, Rich
Markstein to Maury Hill.
Markstein opened the bottom of
the first with a single and Hill was
safe on a fielder’s choice. The rally
was choked when Al Harris struck
out, Durwood Tell went out short
to first, and Jim Kless kayed.
In the SAE half of the second
Bob Faleska and Bill Martin
struck out, Jack Davis singled and
later scored when Bob McGetchin
was safe on an error at first. Williams flied to left to end the inning.
In the DU half of the stanza,
Markstein walked, Hill was out
second to first, Fred Rose walked,
George Wagner was safe on a
fielder’s choice, Dave Mathis singled, and Steve Stile took a third
strike to end the inning.
In the third for SAE Dunbar
went out third to first, Sullivan
doubled, Earl walked, Ruff skied
to right, and Faleska struck out.
For the DUs in the third Harris
grounded to the mound, Tell
looked at the third strike, Kless
,Aalked, and Rose struck out.
In the fourth frame for the
SAEm. Martin kayed, Davis got his
second single. McGetchin forced
Davis at second, Williams was safe
on an error at first, and Dunbar
went out short to first.
In the DU ’fourth. Wagner
popped up to the mound, Mathis
and Stile singled, Markstein
singled Mathis home. Hill scored
Stile on a fielder’s choice, Harris
grounded out, scoring Markstein,
and Tell grounded out.
In the top of the fifth, Sullivan
struck out, Earl singled, and Ruff
and Faleska grounded out to end
the game.
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JOYCE FLORES

Woman’s Editor

What do women like to do in their leisure time?
Some enjoy books; others, hobbies, and a good numrer like to raise pets.
"Dumb" animals sometimes arouse the maternal
instinct. Perhaps this feeling leads women to adopt
stray kittens, small puppies and homeless baby
birds. However, it doesn’t often extend to alligators
and other reptiles, or does it?
The case of Alexander the alligator might prove
the notable exception. He came as a birthday present to Ann Bascom, resident and member of Gamma
Phi Beta sorority. Instead of urging Ann to reject’ her gift by return mail, the sisters cheerfully
added him to their menagerie of kittens, rabbits
and parakeets.
For living quarters he was given a tank in the
utility room. On the advice of the SJS Science Department, his water is kept at the delightfully warm
temperature of his native South American waters.
Alexander currently measures a petite 1,2 feet.
He has great possibilities, however, being expected
to grow one foot per year. His diet is simple -liver
and an occasional nibble at human fingers. He developed the latter taste on the milkman.
Howet.er, Alexander will not be long at the
Gamma Phi house. His owner plans to donate him
to the college before he grows too much more or
develops his appetite to include meat stronger than
liver.
A roommate of mine once brought home a little
pink salamander. However, he was not as popular
at our house as Alexander was at Gamma Phi. A
week later he mysteriously disappeared, never to
be seen again.
Don’t conclude that the snaky set is taking over
the coed pet pen. The Gamma Phi’s recently housed
Squirt, an albino rabbit with a taste for rugs.
Another furry friend is Aphrodite, a homely cat who
unexpectedly presented the sisters with three kittens.
At this point the sisters exemplified the traditional maternal instinct -they adopted the kittens
and named them Gamma, Phi and Beta.

’Longhair’ Cottons
Overtake Fashion
The Shop That Has
Everything for the

TALL GIRL
Sportswear,
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Swimsuits
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STEREO SOUND
NOW in Kit Form
Stereo Sound is NOW available
in kit form. We carry the most
widely used and accepted kit
now on the market . . . EICO.
These easy-to-build. inexpensive
EICO kits are available in AM &
FM tuners, amps and pre-amps.
We have everything you need
to make your present Hi-Fi set
into the delightful Stereo it should
be . . . and everything you need
with which to build your first
Hi -Fl Stereo outfit. Remember
you hare a Student Discount.
Drop in anytime and hear
FREE demonstration.
Moo.-Fri
open fll 11:30

31 L San Antonio
OPEN THURSDAY 12 NOON id 9

Cedar Tree
Plaza

Easy Livin’ Leisure Time -

Officers
Women J’ Page
Take Over
Residences Beachtime Can’t Be Beat!
Alpha Phis scored in the finals
of several fraternity queen contests. Sue Schwartz is Pi Kappa
Alpha Fireman’s Ball queen, Sally
Ellis. Lambda Chi Alpha Crescent
Girl and Janet Rowe, attendant to
Delta Sigma Phi’s Neptune’s Bride.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
New pledge is Clyde Woods. Tonight brothers and their dates will
head for San Francisco to take
their annual Harbor Queen Yacht
Cruise. During El three-hour sail
around the bay, they will dance to
music by Les Elgart.
The SJS chapter was recently
honored, when 13111 McLean was
named outstanding ATO in northern California and Nevada.
DELTA GAMMA
T>Gs will water ski at Anderson
Darn tomorrow with brothers of
Delta Sigma Phi.
GAMMA PHI BETA
A German atmosphere will set
the scene for the annual FatherDaughter Banquet Sunday, at the
chapter house. Guests will dine on
German cooking.
KAPPA DELTA
Sunday KDs will gather at Seacliff for their Big-Little Sister
barbecue.
PHI MI’
Sunday is togetherness day fr-,
the sisters of Phi Mu. They will
begin the day with attendance at
church, to be followed by Senior
Breakfast. The outstanding senior
will be announced. In the afternoon the sisters will go to Palo
Alto for a swim and barbecue given
by the alumnae.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Pete Mayshall is new Phi Sig
leader. Assisting him will be Donn
Sipes, vice president; Dick Duran,
social chairman; Larry Stanley.
treasurer; Paul Heilman and
Chuck Butlers, rush chairmen;
Frank Driscoll, pledge master;
Dave Roberts, assistant pledge
master; and Rick Goss, Chaplain.
SIGMA CHI
Ron Rock is new Sig president.
Vice president is Larry Genzel;
treasurer. Larry Osborne; pledge
trainer, Tom Reales; assistant
pledge trainer, Dave Faul; recording secretary, Bob Elfen; corresponding secretary. John Burt; historian, Bob Minney; IFC representative. Bob Wright; executive committee representatives. Wright and
Roger Johnson; and house manager. Frank Jolly.
The brothers will travel to Angels Camp this weekend for the
Jumping Frog Contest. They hope
to score a third victory this year.
THETA XI
Tom Mason recently was elected
president of Theta Xi. His aides
will be Chester Roberts, vice president; Bill Savldge, treasurer;
Clark Smith:house manager; and
Scott Kennedy. social chairman.

(Continued from Page 1)

By PETE WALLS

Man, there’s no place like the
beach!
Not only the city-weary but also
the college-weary, tired of the
books, whether they should be or
not, came to the beaches and
towns for the day or weekend or
week whether they could afford
it or not.
Inescapably, the spring months
bring with them the annual trek
of students to the beaches and resort towns. The quiet beaches,
where only the sea has something
to say, and the noisy boardwalks
where everybody has something
to say, attract every brand of
young person.
Manta Cruz and Capitols yearly attract those book -weary students who seek the relaxation of
the sea by day and the laughs of
the concession and rides by
night.
They usually start on the
beaches, these parties. The people
gather around some wind-sheltered
foyer below the rocky bluffs and
stretch out on the sunny sand and
"soak it up."
They bring their volleyball nets,
their baseball bats, their footled’s,

- parkin

beachballs, their lotion, their
"shades," their funny little hats
nobody wears downtown, the jokes
everybody tells downtown, their
extra long towels with mermaid
designs and their bongos somebody
can play even if the owners can’t,
and their ukeleles the owners
usually can play, often very well.
They sing in the evening,
huddled together by the chill of
the sea. The fire laps up at the
night, and shadows wiggle like a
lure in the water. A boy meets a
girl he never met before.
The eel talks the fella Into
going on the roller coaster. He
consents, he’s mildly seared, relieved when It’s over, laughs at
his fears while on the way home,
wonders if he’d be as seared
again, probably would he, but
would do it again.
They sip coffee at a booth where
everybody has to buy at least 25
cents worth of food. The prices
are too high, but they match the
"let’s have a spree" atmosphere.
They go home, he says goodnight, she’s been awfully nice and
he says thank you, I’ve enjoyed
it. They both have found a new
friend.

of twine chasing itself ’round and ’round until it is no
more than
a mushy grey persimmon.
For all this people go to the beach? For all this, rational
citizenry will leave a life of order and simplicity? Yoe can
bet your
11,trd-bolled eggs and gritty sandwiches they do:
And with it, all the inconveniences of the slish-slosh-slish
abominable suntan oil -bought in just about any size, container
or
degree of fluidity you would like it:
There is Tartan and Partan. Tanfastic and SunTanStiek,
’n’ Sea and Sun ’n Ski, PhotoTan and Oh-So-Tan!, FunTan Surf
UnTan, NoTan and ShowTan, Slow-tan and Whoa! -Tan. Un-hern Slid
and
NoneBurn. Bronzetan and BlondesTan. Re-tan and De -tan,
Anti-Tas
and Quasi -tan. Copper-tan and Stop-Her -Tan --and tans of thousand;
more.
Get out the hot lemonade and Icy hot dogs and faded won
suit, once a watermelon scarlet now a cantaloupe orange,
For the Vacationization Man will be thunk-uh-flumping down
the slopes from his city quarters soon, two sandaled feet of rubber
pushing a sandy path before him.
And for all of next week this same sand will be falling
out of
his hair like dandruff and his food will taste like vti
ilt

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.
Welcomes you to
MORNING WORSHIP
9.30 a.m. "The Single Minded"
Reverend Farr, Minister
I I 00 a m. ’The Single Minded"
JOYCE WELEY FARR, DO, Minister
MAURICE B. CHEEK. Assoc. Minister

CHURCH
TENTH and SAN SALVADOR

4

"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
1670 MOORPARK AVENUE

PIN:SINGS
Charles ALLARD, Sigma Phi Epsilon, to lone KNIGHT, freshman
from Menlo Park . . . Louie MOORE, University of Santa Clara, to
Barbara HARTWIG, Phi Mu,
ENGAGEMENTS
Tom Brown, Sigma (’hi, SJS graduate from Oakland, to Nancy
JUD, former Miss San Jose, junior from Morgan Hill . . . Larry
BRUTON, Delta Sigma Phi, senior social science major from Palm
Springs, to Sally SCHROEDER, Gamma Phi Beta, sophomore secretarial major from Oakland. Couple plan an early fall marriage . . .
Alfred EBERT, Alpha Phi Omega, senior marketing major from Concord, to Janice HAMMOND, freshman Spanish major from Santa Cruz.
The pair plan to wed this September .. Rudy GIANNINI, employed
in San Francisco, to Frances AMBROSE, Delphian Hall, freshman
business major. No definite wedding date has been set. Jim RILEY,
freshman business major from Corcoran, to Nancy STEVENS, junior
radio-TV major from Angola, Ind. Couple have indefinite wedding
plans. Gordon STEVENS, freshman from Los Gatos, to Judy
GLEASON, Delta Gamma, senior social science major from Fairfield.
Couple plan to wed June 13 ... Bruce STINNETT, junior music major
from Sunnyvale, to Nancy DUFtAN, Alpha Phi, junior kindergartenprimary major from Cupertino. Pair plan to wed next surruner.

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
SUNDAY SERVICES
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE

9:30
10:45
. 6:30
7:30

..

AM,
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.

REVEREND LELAND R. KEYS
CYpress 4-2873
...-......1*

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
2nd and San Antonio

Two Blocks from Campus

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"

Spartaguide

TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"

MONDAY

FRESHMAN CLASS, meeting, CH RUSSIAN CLUB, meeting, CH236,
227, 3:30 p.m.
3:30 P.m.
CLASS, meeting, TH155.
SENIOR
NEWMAN CLUB, Newman Hell,
3:30 p.m.
mass, 7:30 a.m.
SOPHOMORE CLASS, meeting, S142,
3:30 P.m
SATURDAY
JUNIOR CLASS, meeting, J3, 3:30
PI OMEGA PI, formal initiation din- p.m.
to discuss Junior Prom.
ner, 858 El Solyo Ave., Campbell, 6 p.m.
INC.meeting, CH162, 7 p.m.
Members consult bulletin board for
further details.

Sot & Sun.
open til 5

CH 8.1856
Winchester Rd.
at Nodding

APhi0 To Initiate

EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar

5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psy& The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

Pazek

CANTERBURY ASSN., the Rev. Ward
Wiley, chaplain at Agnew’ State Hospital
to speak. Supper, 6 p.m.; discusOmega
Phi
Brothers of Alpha
sion, 7 p.m.; 92 S. 5th St.
service fraternity will hold their
formal pledge initiation Saturday
CANTERBURY
in the campus Chapel at 4 p.m.,
ASSOCIATION
Steve Wood, president of APhi0
announced yesterday.
Christian Center
Following the initiation cere92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
fraternity
monies, members of the
Holy Comm Jnion at 7.30 am.
Every Thursday
will travel to the Santa Cruz
Hours: 9 err. t S p.m.
Office
mountains, and Brookdale badge
earbere E. Arnold
far the annual dinner-dance.

JEWELERS
Whether you spend
time in the
stock market
or super -market ...

CLASSIFIEDS

e

17

.1K1741C

j.
lit

Classified Rates:
25c line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum.
To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16 Tower Hell
No Phone Orders
FOR RENT
SUMMER RATES Furn. studio 1 ant
brirm. apts. mw carpet, bui’t in arc
New Wis. Make reservations now for
s-ommer rates. We will also reserve apts.
for fall sear. Lei Kirby, Mgr. CV 4-9042
Now occepting res. for fall tern, 2.bdre,
epts, suitable for 4. $160 mo. Call CV
1.2192 or apply Mgr.. Apt, No. I, 571
S. 7th St.
Accepting res. lee summer, June I S.
Sept IS. 2.bdroi. apts. $100 Per loot
Soluble for 4 persons. CV 7-2192. opt.
No. 1, 571 S. 7th.

uir 232

-

.0,

4

and ass....rato pr-iesslonal
CL TYPING
typist. Near Campus. Peas. CV 2.667l

rent. Wear and
New, Mod. opt.
NM tins@ summer job. Auto rep. egp.
^d drying Jos, $75. Have hard tool:. 2.6 p.m. Disk. Call
garb. Dd. wall4 ir.rarested se C. 5-7512.
CV 5.4931.
Comp. kirk Base. Apt. with Kitch. 3
HELP WANTED -MALE
$27 each. CV 4.7169,
students and teachers. Are
Male
college
we.kl lik 2 or 3 me. to share apt. for
,.
1
work? Our
-metes gradJeind. you
t 1-. - ; e large summertime
comp/v.,
Atols 3. campaign Ys. m
On able to travel 5
c 50 miles of your
.
summer
,;)1;cl-tiv-o cloys a week
home.
Mist
have
-1and neat appear.
- or
in,,,
’‘, snok
House. Call CV 5.9601 or inquire once. Earn $100 per week during summer. plus scholarships. Call EL Gate
1241 .s. 114.h.
4.7247, 12 to 4 p.m. daily, for invitaApt, for boys. 820 ea. 112 S. 12th St. tion to personal interview with company
executive.
Pam studio apts. for summer. 855. $65,
$80. UN?. pd. 1 to 4 students, 664 S. Ilth
WANTED
St after 5.30 on weekdays.
Piano-player wanted, for
non
union combo. FP 9-2985 after 6.
FOR SALE
------’53 Ford 2-Dr, R&M, en. cond. sacrifice. Girl to share apt, with pool for
See to aPorec. CV 3.4677 or CV 5-3682. Judy. CV 22001.

Studio and 1-kallms. Apt. furnished water Touring bicycle far sale. rhone CL
and nub. pd. 2 and 3 students. $80 up.
3949.
712 S. 10Ih St. CV 5.5311 or eve. CV
4 4229.
’59 Veins 150cc. Cost $488. sell 8398.
CL 1-0409.
Fern. Stadion and 1.bdon. apts. All she.
New. $75 and up. 617 S. 9th.
’56 AurtinHealey-very good condition
heater. $1850. Call CV
Applications for apts.-et 452 S. 4th now 7.4056
555 S. vh St. Apt, 7.
being taken for summer. at summer
rates. CV 4.5085 or AL 2-3420.
’49 Ford Corm witi, ’53 Marc. engine.
9614. 10,0. AN 9.2964,
Non iiccauttleg resersetiees kr summer
soscions, 4 tudents to an apt. 5)0 per
WORK WANTED
MO. ie. Directly across frosn Student
Union. C411 CV 3.2675. IBS E. San For- TYPING in my home. Ca" after S p.m.
nsndo.
CV 4 5R144 lrub..l Bubb, 172 S. lOth Si,

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. S. Murdosk, Rector
Warren Deitc-r-ern, Ass’t.

-v

MISCELLANEOUS

Social Hall
(Newly Renovated) ,
you might as well look like a tycoon -in this Medana
waferthin waterproof* "Huntsman." Nrilanaiseatin mesh
bracelet. Guaranteed dependable. Only *14.95 plus tax.

Roller Skating
Amusement
Rides. (T’r Starreo.01)

eiterposaf when crystal,

GIRLS: Dress bettor for less. Elea, Clothes, nearly new, Skirts 111-113; S.,
$3.55: dresses 51-112. thrift Shop. 33 ,
W. Sin Antonio. Deily 10-4. Sat. 10.12. i

(sewn end back are 11.4,101

replaced vsrurty

rernnved.

Pew& JEWELERS

GROUP RATES
Practice rms. for music avail. evenings
4,1 Sun. by appt, 141 5. 1st CV 4.1396

M E DANA

and Dance Pavaion)

LOST AND FOUND
Rewersi offered to finder cl Omsi,
watch. Left in AO, Shop (Ind ;0,1)11
Arts Bldg.) Wed, Moe/ 6. See Devon
Hansen or ,’ell CV 7-1088 after 6.

-

Hayrides
- eUrawn) pis Campfire
Picnic Grounds
(Bar -B-,

TRADER LEW’S

72 So. First Street

Cfpress 1-5560
south el County FolryounIn

4

STS

9:30 a m. College Churct School C
MORNING WORSHIP
11:00 a.m. "The Warmed Heart
7:15 p.m. vesper Service
Ed w:n M. Sweet, Minister
Carl Metzger, Minister of Visitation

BETHEL CHURCH

Romance

TODAY

St. PAUL’S METHODIST

FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH

SUNDAY

AUDIO PHILS

(between Ist and 2nd Si.)

1

Cottons are "long haired" this
season. On the fashion fabric parade are fringed fabrics, called
"haircut cottons," strongly textured homespuns, hop-sackings
and nubby ratines with geometric
patterns and abstract prints.
Another weave has a notched
surface simulating wicker.
To look smooth, this spring, is to
look nubby.

New

CI 7-0920

Ideas Plus
Road Map
Equals Fun
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By MARJORIE NICKSON
Sun glinting on breeze-rippled
water
the whisper of wind
through pine boughsthe racous
SPARTAN I) t I 1.1(-9 cry of a jay echoing in redwood
trees--water whipping past a tanned skier.
Wishful thinking? Needn’t be.
Imagination and a California
road map can turn a summer
dream into a realitywithout
too great a strain on your budget.
Drive north on U.S. 101 prepared for camping. (Local sporting
goods stores can outfit you inexpensively; many places rent equipment.) A day’s drive brings you
to the north coast redwoods near
Eureka.
Federal and state groves provide
camping space at a nominal
($1.50) weekly rate. Streams are
nearby for fishing and swimming.
Inland (about 25 miles from
Eureka on the Bridgeville road)
is Van Dolmen Redwoods State
Park. Fishing in Van Deusen
River is excellent; the scenery is
unspoiled by beer-can throwing
segments of humanity.
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Spartaloto by Scott

Drive north from San Jose to
Oakland, then to Davis (via U.S.
401, then north again on U.S. 99
to Redding. The day’s drive brings
you within range of unusual scenery, recreation areas, and some of
the finest steelhead fishing in the
world.
East on California Rout e 44
is Mt. Lassen, the only active volcano in the U.S. until Hawaii and
Alaska joined the Union. Volcanic
activity competes with hiking and
fishing as the highlight of the national park.
North of Redding is the Mt.
Shasta recreation areawater
skiing to mountain climbing, you
name it, it’s there.
West lies the Klamath River
and Trinity River fishing areas.
Take a small trailer if you’re
headed for these fishermen’s paradises.
(Continued on Page 10)
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Skiing, Anyone?

Antonio

Pretty Darlis Carle, freshman speech and drama major, lets go of
her tow line and glides gracefully into shore after a refreshing
water ski ride at Anderson Dam. Like to be in Darlis’ shoes (or
skis?) She and hundreds of other SJS students enjoy the sport
at nearby water spas.

SPLASH . . .

Sporty Skiers Skim on Scooting Slats

tonio

By JUDY WHITE
the time; the general feeling toward the record may be just right.
There is a fast turnover in talent in which certain singers rise
to the top once, but never again
make a hit record.

Spa2tanaily

ed swim

CH

’Quiet Village’:Kookie’
Tops in New Sound

This is this first article of a three-part turn comes to "hit it," you’ll
series on water skiing. The articles will be ready for the action.
cow background, equipment and funAt the present time, there is no
damentals with emphasis on local ski water ski club at SJS. Ski (snow)
conditions).
Club president Dick Montgomery
stated "Our activities are limited
By PAUL ELDERS
For many Spartans the combi- to snow sports."
nation of sunny skies, balmy
Where did it all start? First rebreezes and liesure time means corded attempts were made in
one thing--it’s time to get the Florida shortly after World War
boat and trailer, hitch it to the
car. and grab the water skis for a
In early ’49, a small number of
journey to or of the many ski
wakes could be seen at Clear Lake
areas surrounding San Jose,
in northern California and at Lake
You don’t have to be the owner Elsinore in the southland. The
of all this equipment to take part sport was rather slow to catch on.
in the fun, as you will find out One reason was that boats and
in this series of articles. There are equipment were still high priced,
three parts to the series, and they and, too, many were still convincare designed to put every student ed that learning was too difficult.
that’s interested in aquatics "in
But the small boat manufacthe know- about the art of racing
the
over the water on two thin slats turers sensed the drift of
ind and began to develop small
behind a roaring motor boat while
hoots (many of
hanging onto a handle which inexpensise ski
new fiberglas
sometimes feels as if it will he them ,,tit of the
products) with reasonably prictorn In i your hands.
This is water skiingand if
you’re at all sports -minded and
are looking for a sport which is
as thrilling as any you’ll find,
thco reml on, and when your

Daydreams
Dreaming about a summer in
the sun is 20-year-old sophomore Donna Headrick. Donna,
from Hayward, plans tp spend
her vacation on a ranch near
Williams, Calif.

(r;

Beachboys Fight
To Keep Freedom

The revival of tunes such as
"Apple Blossom Time," "If I Didn’t Care" and the predicted hit,
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart,"
is current. This may be due to the
lack of new songs being written
or the lasting quality of songs
written in earlier years.
Today disc jockeys are trying
to compete with each other, not
only by playing the latest records,
but by having contests and trying
to be comedians. Advertisements,
talk and special features take up
more time than records.

Prices are still high far At..rro
sets, hat as In the case of Mfrs, prices will drop as they become more popular.
Stereo in radio broadcasting is
common. An AM-FM station
transmits the same music over
separate transmitters. Two radios
are played simultaneously, each
at a specified distance from the
other.

HONOLULU (UPI)Waikiki’s
famed beachboys, claiming that
their traditional independence is
threatened, have formed an association, complete with a ninepage constitution and by-laws.
The 43 seaside entertainers said
the move was forced on them because the hotels are trying to
make them "mere employes."
"The last thing our organization is, is a union," said Bob Minn,
an Amherst -educated Latin teacher who is secretary -treasurer of
the new group.

Coeds Wash Again
Students who missed the two
coed car washes last week may
have their cars cleaned by Kappa
Alpha Theta pledges tomorrow for
50 cents. Autos must be brought
to the driveway on the north side
of the sorority house, 171 S. 11th
St

The hotels recently announced
that beach concessions would be
leased to a firm which would
handle all beach services.

i.s.
Harris
Frank

Spar/dote by Sob Christman

Record Hop
"No more rock and roll" says
Darline Jorgensen as she flips
another album on the stack.
Albums are selling as fast as
singles now. Most coeds have a
large supply of albums on hand
for parties or just relaxing.

LARK’s for Food
as Delicious as it
is Reasonable.

Homemade Chili

CatstO 11.N 1

Zuxuriou3 Zooh
of -Sith in your new

SPORT COAT
For
Just
22.95

Homemade
Potato Salad
Tuna with Side
Order of Potato
Salad

Only 50

Special Short Orders

Rich silk -look fabrics. Also
smart new shades of Bamboo, Grey, Blue and Tan,
as well as pure White.

Polish Sausaoe,
Italian Sausage,
or Steak with
Fries

A NEW 9-HOLE
PITCH & PUTT COURSE

(OWAINIIT
GROVE

Sometimes the words or the
music make a record popular.
The timeliness of the story or
the way it affects the buyer
through association also may affect its popularity.

The newest sound in records
at the present time is stereo.
For the stereophonic effect the
phonograph is built with extra
speakers.
The needle picks LIP sound from
both sides of the groove, Two
separate microphones are used to
record the high and low sounds

The boys, some of whom are
grandfathers, teach surfboarding,
canoe riding, swimming and even
hula dancing. They play the ukelele, sing, entertain, tell stories
There are three principal ski and recite Hawaiian history and
areas near SJS: all within an legend.
hour’s drive from the campus.
Under the new regime the boys
The first is Calem Reservoir would be paid employes and
which is about a 15-minute drive would not be allowed to fraterout Almaden Road.
nize with the guests. Hence, the
Anderson Dam is perhaps the new association.
biggest and most popular. To
reach It, travel down U.S. 101
south and watch to the left for
the turn -toff just south of Morgan Hill,
Coyote Reservoir is another popular spot with local skiers. It is
located near Anderson Dam.
The casual, healthful atmosphere found in camping out on the
beach or a dam, for a weekend (or
a week) of water skiing with a
little singing, sunning and dancing, thrown in, is hard to heat!

Golf Driving Range
Saturday
Night

Soartatoto by Dan Sauer

et1 outboard motors, and the
sport began to boom. Today
there are over four million skiers, and this season promises to
greatly expand that total.

FAIRGROUNDS &
FAIRWAYS

"Venus" "I’m Sorry I Ran All
the Way Home" to my "Enchanted" "Quiet Village" but "I’m
Late," said "Tall Paul." "A Fool
Such as I" "Since I Don’t Have
You" "Turn Me Loose" Kookie
Rookie."
These are the top tunes in the
San Jose area according to latest
polls. They are familiar sounds
on radio stations which play popular music.
In 25 years, couples of today
will look back on the tunes
which were "theirs" in 1959, recalling such sentimental numbers as "Pink Shoelaces," "Alvin’s Harmonica" or "The Battle
of New Orleans."
Many records reach the top
after a few days. There are several
reasons for this. The hit may be by
an artist whose records almost
always reach the top; it may be
given a large publicity sendoff at

CHARGE IT!

Only 50
_7(

Stan and Isabel’s

Special Student Rates
35c Bucket with ASB Card

LARK’S

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

181 EAST SANTA CLARA
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 a.m.
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Student Accounts Invtleri

127 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Iowa Students Get I.D.’ Cards

riiday, May 1n,

10.CPASTAV n.tn.t

MOM AND STUDENT

IOWA CITY, Iowa (UPI)
Students at the State University
of Iowa are putting to good use
this year a new time-saving "I.D...
card system which has been described as "unique" among major
educational institutions,
Registrar Ted McCarrel said
the idea is to expedite services to
students, and to increase the accuracy and efficency of the university’s recording and filing system.
The plastic black and gold card
bears the student’s signature and
is embossed with his name anti
"ID." number. It resembles a de-

She’s No Lady of Leisure
JOANNE OSMAN
L.. a homemaker and mother
is enough to fill anyone’s schedule,
but add to this the role of student
and you have the busy life of
young Mrs. Nancy Pelletier.
Mrs. Pelletier lives with her
husband, Ray, also a San Jose
State student, and their 20-monthold baby in Spartan City.
The young couple have been attending SJS since February 1958.
when they transferred here from
San Bernardino JC.
Ray is a pre-med major who
hopes to be admitted to Cal
medic-al school, and Nancy Is a
junior elementary education major.
Somewhere in between junior
college and San Jose, their daughter. Lisa, was born. The Pelletiers
then dropped school for a year.
Both said they always planned
to continue in college. Nancy says
she now expects to get her teach.

SI

tlit,e two ambitiouspeople manage a home, a baby
and a college schedule?
"It’s not easy." Ray says. "We
tune to alternate our classes
so that one of us is gone and the
other is home with th- baby."
"The hardest thing is to register our Classes like that," Nancy
agreed. She added they work out
Ray’s schedule first as he receives
G.I. benefits and must take at
least 14 units.
Their government payments are
their sole source of income. the
Pelletiers declare, yet neither feels
they must "pinch" pennies.
"With a wife and one dependent,
I receive $160 a month," Ray said.
Their Spartan City apartment (a
two-bedroom, living room and kitchen flat) costs $37 a month plus
utilities.
The Pelletiers have been residents of Spartan City %Mee Ensss ere
hr. t ham; h t hes ..iS t
at oto mi mid

ONE DOLLAR
This coupon worth one dollar on
the purchase of any standard LP or
Stereo record. Offer is limited.

a
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CI 7-7700

2ND ST.

$1

$1
PA

On

Campus

(By the A Wher of "Rally Hound the Flag,Boys!" nd.
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 3
Today, ranging again into the fascinating world of social science,
let us take up the subject of anthropologythe study of man
and his origins.
The origin of man was indeed a puzzle until the Frenchman,
Jean-Louis Sigafoos, discovered the skull and shinbone of
Pithecanthropus Erectus in Java in 1891. What Sigafoos was
doing in Java is, incidentally, quite an odd little story. Sigafoos
was a Parisian born and bred. ,..By day one could always find
him at a sidewalk cafe, sipping barley water and ogling the
girls; each night he went to a fashionable casino where he
gambled heavily at roulette and go-fish; in between times he
worked on his stamp collection, which was one of the largest
in Paris.

V.
,

19y joai
Well sir, one summer Sigafoos lost his entire fortune gambling
at the casino. He was seriously contemplating suicide when,
quite unexpectedly, a letter arrived from one Lotus Petal
McGinnis, a Javanese girl and an avid stamp collector, with
whom Sigafoos had been corresponding from time to time
through the international stamp collectors journal. Until now
the nature of their correspondence, though friendly, had been
strictly philatelic, but in this new letter Lotus Petal declared
that although she had never laid eyes on Sigafoos, she loved
him and wanted to marry him. She said she was eighteen years
old, beautiful and docile, and her father, the richest man in the
tribe, had agreed to give half his fortune to the husband of her
choice. Sigafoos, penniless and desperate, inunediutely booked
passage for Java.
The first sight of his prospective bride failed to delight SigaIons. She was, as she said, beautifulbut only by local standards. Sigafoos had serious doubts that her pointed scarlet teeth
. and the chicken bones hanging from tier ears would be considered chic along the Champs glysees.
But sobering as was the sight of Loth. Petal, Sigafoos had
an even greater disappointment coming when he met her father.
The old gentleman was, as Lotus Petal claimed, the richest man
in the tribe, but, unfortunately, the medium of exchange in his
tribe was prune pits.
Sigafixis took one look at the mound of prune pits which was
his dowry. gnashed his teeth, and stomped off into the jungle,
swearing vilely and kicking at whatever lay in his path. Stomping thus, swearing thus, kicking thus, Signfoos kicked over a
heap of old bones whichwhat do you know!-- turned out to
be Pithecanthropus Erectus!
But I disgress. From the brutish Pitheennthropum, man
evolved slowly upward in intellect. By the Middle Paleolithic
period man had invented the leash, which was a remarkable
technical aehievement, but frankly not particularly useful until
the Mesolithic period when tnan invented the dog.
In the Neolithic period Calla’ the moat important discovery
in the history of man the discovery of agriculture. Why is this
so important? Because, good friends, without agriculture there
would be no tobacco, and without tobacco there would be no
Marlboro, and without Marlboro you would be without the
finest filter cigarette that money can buy, and I would be without a job.
That’s why.
leM Mo. Phaulmar

on a -ss siting list" fur tour.’
than a year.
Cleaning house, cooking and doing dishes are other problems that
could arise, but the Pelletiers say
it’s cooperation that counts.
-Both of us handle the housework and we alternate doing dishes," Ray said, lie even admitted
to doing some of the cooking.
Despite her heavy load. Nancy
finds time to do volunteer work
at Agnews State Hospital at least
once a month. "I work with older
women and we do dances for them,
skits, show films and just talk to
them," she explained.
Though neither has time for
many extra -curricular activities,
Nancy says they both enjoy going to school plays, a movie
show or football games. "We
even splurge and get a babysitter sometimes," she laughed.
They spend most weekday essn-ings studying or in night clastes,
Asked if they study together, Nan-y replied, "He helps me with my’
oath and I help him with his English, but we don’t study in the
same way. Flea methodical and,
can study for long periods of tirrd..
I can’t."
Ray and Nancy have no definit...
plans for the summer. "We have
’’t had time to look for a job,"
Nancy declared.
Asked if she misses coffee dates,
lockouts and beach parties that
are a part of most coeds’ lives,
Nancy looked at her golden-brown
haired daughter and smiled, "No,
living this way has worked Out
very well for us."
And you could see by her smile
that it has.

Road Maps --(( ontinued from Page 9)
East of Sacramento on U.S. 40
and U.S. 50 lies the Tahoe resort
area and the gambling tables of
Reno. The sky’s the limit for expenditure here, so unless you’re
loaded, better forget it.
S
South of San Jose on U.S. 101
Lies southern California and a
multitude of things to do. Coastal "must -sees" include San Simeon. East from Fresno lies Yosemite, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks . . . each a
tremendous monument to nature.
Sequoia and Kings Canyon are
the gateways to High Sierra pack
trips. Packing in is an experience
not to be taken lightly. Fine for
fishermen, camera men, and outdoor menbut make sure you’re
in shape before you attempt it.
Park ranger headquarters will
help you with details.
Metropolitan vacationing is apt
to be a hassleand Los Angeles
is no exception. Southern California beaches are best in the state
for surfing and sunningDisneyland and Knott’s Berry Farm are
good places to spend moneyand
Hollywood and Vine is a place to
stand so you can say "I’ve been
there."

EUROPE

Dublin to the Iron Curtain,
Africa
to Sweden You’re
accomposi.d
sot herded. College
oat emit,
Also short trip..
EUROPE SUMMER TOURS
215 Saquola Its. SIPatadena,
Calk

Bill Cullen of TV’s
"The Price Is Right"
knows it to be a
Wonderful GiiTt

Spariaioto by Joanna Osman

Mom Goes to College
While Mom (Nancy Pelletier) runs off to catch an early class, Pop
(Ray Pelletier) is left to baby-sit with 20 -month -old Lisa, The Pelletiers live in Spartan City and both are taking full course loads
at San Jose State. Their leisure time is spent, they say, running
to and. from college, studying, cleaning house and -going to a

DATE MATES

rrionle.

Europe Study -Tour
’Dream Come True’
By PHYLLIS
"It’s a dream come true," says
Mickey Shintani, junior education
major, of her action -packed vacation this summer.
She and 20 other students from
SJS, as well as a Cal student,
are going to spend ten weeks in
Europe. They will be attending
summer school at the same time.
The tour Is Humanities 1905.
Conducted Field Studies Abroad
in Ilumanitiem.
Students will write a paper on
one European cathedral for four
units; on two cathedrals for six.
They will have a text, and will be
given a comprehensive examination.
The tour is architecturally oriented and will be led by Dr. David
P. Edgell, assistant professor of

shintani and three other
stoat -Ms, however, are taking
another acation before the European trip.
Elizabeth Riebel, junior art major; Bob Tachibana, junior business major and Alpha Phi Omega
president: Bob Clark, senior architectural major from Cal, and Miss
Shintani are taking a ten-day excursion to Washington, D.C., pos.ton, and New York City before
meeting the rest of the group.
The foursome will leave June
21 by plane for Washington. They
plan a two-day tour there seeing
"all the important buildings": the
Smithsonian Institute, International Art Museum, and different
art galleries.
From July 24 to 27 they will
tour New York, Exclaimed Miss
" We’re going to try to
’soak up’ New York City."
Then the four students will tour
Boston for two days, visiting the i
Whatever compass point you campuses of Harvard University i
choose for your vacation, wheth- and M.I.T. They also plan to visit
er you’re camping or trallering historical spots, noting in particuor moteling, local travel agen- lar early American architecture
cies and automobile associations
From Boston they will returr
can help with maps and data.
to New York City, joining lb,
And if you get too discouraged, group to sail for England on }hp
just cancel the paper, the milk- "Aseania." The students will be
man, and the phone and stay accompanied by Dr. and Nip,
home Flut has-e fun
Etlerdt.

MACKALL
The "Ascania" is classless in
one way, being students of the
boat, but students never escape
classes: art history lectures and
language courses will be held
during the 10-day cruise.
From Southampton, England,
the group will go to London for
six days, taking morning tours
of St. Paul’s Cathedral, St. Martin’s-in -the Fields, and Westminster Abbey.
After a clay at Cambridge, the
group will cross the English Channel for Ostend. Belgium; destination, Cologne, Germany.
They then will take a picturesque cruise down the Rhine by
steamer, passing ancient castles.
vineyards, and the famous Lorelei
Rock.
They will visit Frankfurt.
amt
Heidelberg,
Darmstadt,
Nurnberg before departing on
July 22 for Vienna, Austria.
Then they will travel to Florence via Ravenna, where they will
see the beautiful early Christian,
Byzantine churches, noted for
their mosaics.
A Vise -day visit in Rome
awaits them next. then Pisa.
Nice, France; Avignon, Moulins,
and six days in Paris to end the
trip.
"The four of us and several
ot hers will he staying fo reight
extra days." Miss Shintani said.
She explained tit& the _students
have a choice of flying home immediately or staying longer in
Europe and returning by boat to
the Unii-t
ites.

Sped,/
Thin as a whisper,
Beautiful as a jewel,
Extravagant, yet
reasonable in price.

Also, for a limited time
an extra gift of
Chanel No. 5 perfume
with every bracelet.

COIN OPERATED SOFT

only,

oidey $9.95

4

-Weal" jhro4 eraceld
will, your flume cut/ravel lree
These
And
Other
Gifts

Mission Jewelry Store
250 S. FIRST

CY 3-0727

4.
Like a AM". Takes to Water

4.

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c

in-

WATER
g

-.Paces

by

You’re relaxed and ready for fun ci
popular Sea -Ducks Calif. beachwear.
Long -wearing twill fabric, smart
side stripes, extension waistband,

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
Without tobacco you would also be without Marlboro’s sister
cigarette, Philip Morris, a nonfilter smoke that can’t be
beat. Philip Morris or Marlboropick your pleasure.

partment atom- charge
is issued in much the plate and
same ram.
ner.
Various Offices and
departmelag
on campus have "band
registeN.
similar to those used
in storei
where -the customer’s
transferred frosts iiis cieilitname
card I.)
the firm’s billing form.
- -

171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

Take to Sun -Fun
( }lame pocket with flap and buttoned
hip pocket.
In Black, Red, Navy and White.
sizes 26 to 38 and 6 to 12.

SWIM TRUNK LENGTH, 3.50 & 2.50 KNEE LENGTH, 3.98 & 2.98 CALF11:116111, 4.508. 3.50

At your favorite campus shop

P.-

rrAny Mn’ 15

Plate sad
sine ayw

By JOYCE FLORES

morei

Iii

ft kII.4 11

Posies? You Name’Em-SJS DollsWear’Em

PartnieRi

nana.

P lift?

-A ruse by any other name,"
says the collegiate bard, "is often
a corsage."
And when does the college man
send his date a corsage? "For almost any social occasion," replies
Jack Mieuli, San Jose florist. Special dates and aniversaries as well
as dressy dances are times when
coeds blossom forth with fresh
blossoms.
"Most men have imagination,
too, in selecting flowers. They
have different ideas as to what the
date will like," Mieuli indicated.
When in doubt, they do not
hesitate to ask the florist’s ad lee. "Fellows usually Ratite the

is

card to

/E
0: afrke
1110 0111V.
)URS
ma, ca.

of the woman’s dress and
tile occasion and let him take
It (ruin there," Miran said.
(7urrentl),
Wein to prefar wrist corsages, at least according to sales. About 50-60 per
cent of floral wear is in this style.
However, leis and shoulder flowers
are still popular.
Leading the flower hit parade,
all year long, says Mean,
Is the eymbidium orchid, probably because of its lasting qiuslIt). (lose runer-up is the traditional
cattleya variety in its
traditional n
and lavenders.
Carnations and gardenias as
well as camellias and begonias in
Cidor

Corsages a, not the only form
in which a coed receives flowers,"
Mieuli added. Male students often
send bouquets to their favorite
coed when she is ill. Some fellows
trRe a bouqlket sent every week.
Some lucky coeds don’t have
to be sick to receive holltiliet,
from their beaux. "One tenon
conies in esery three days and
, buys whatever his pocketbook
nill allow to send his favoritt-

sages are
,
order corsages an) wia) and teci
expensive CAWS. These groups do - ill at ease.
courage the graceful social ge.;To quote from Neville Fleeson:
tures that distinguish a gentleman "Say it with Bowers from love’s
from an ordinary fellow," Mittuli
sweetest bowers,
said.
And you’ll find her waiting, waitHe Indicated that men often
ing for you."

Why? Because he just likes
send his girl flowers, Mieuli stateo
"Groups have a tendency to s.iv
’no corsages’ for dances, thinking
’ they will cut down expenses. At-

149 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Here’s A Mon
WithOutdoor
Problems
_sp,,,I,,to

A& M
AUTO
REPAIR
General
Auto Repair
Specialty
Hydramatic
Powerglide
Student Rates
456 E. San Salvador
CY 5-4247
,e

By GAYLE MONTGOMERY

In the springtime, this young
man’s thoughts turn to steaks.
Not just ordinary steaks, the
type one buys hot off the grill at
Hal Brizzolara decorates his the local upper class beanezies,
date Paula Farmer with a wrist but ones that have that rare outcorsage before leaving for the doorsy flavor that can come only
from the barbecue pit in the old
big night. This type of floral backyard.
wear is currently tops in popI say rare, because at this point
ularity among the college set. the only things this chef has been
able to cook properly are ends of
fingers and front of face.
Now let’s analyze this growing
,ustom of backyard meat burning.
Why forsake the comfort of a nice
.’lean kitchen and dining room for
he dubious pleasure of the open
,t r?
It’s healthful. The smoke poormg off those ever smoldering hri,iiiettes will clean out your lungs.
Really clean out your lungs. Make
Spartafoto by Gail. Olontgorne,,
Special Rates to Sororities
you start thinking about a thinkand Fraternities
ing man’s filter.
There’s a lot at steak here as Terry Simerly, senior radio-television
It’s adventurous. You learn this
Proof: shown on all placement
major, learns the hard way that fuel should never be poured dithe first time you approach that
ord graduation photos. Your
rectly on hot coals. Backyard cooking can be dangerous.
innocent little can labeled charcoal
selection is Retouched.
starter. "Do not pour liquid directly onto burning coals," it says.
41 North First Street
But you will. "Just a little," you
San Jose, California
think, "to get this old fire roaring," Later, sans eyebrows and
CY 2-8960
front locks, you will decide the
old fire already was roaring.
By DOUG WILLIAMS
It’s a gourmet’s delight. "The ,
real flavor comes out when meats ! As the warmer weather comes, the facilities are fewer, and slight says ’many people are being bitten by ly lower in the Menlo Park-Ather- :
are cooked over an open fire,"1
ton districts, where there are
, my cookbook. It must have come the swim bug.
I out. It certainly wasn’t left in the I Swim suits of all shapes, sizes more facilities."
O’Neil said that the college has
i meat. The book says a barbecue and colors are popping out of the
can turn mere hamburger into a! bottoms of drawers and suitcases, two pools operating year arour,1
’ steak. I have been able to turn i Looking over all the people that In both the men’s and WOrnei,
, converge on lakeshot.,, paw sides pools students are instructed ir
steak into mere hamburger.
It’s sociable. Never have I seen , and beaches at this time of year, such classes as beginning swim intermediate swimming.
so many kids in all my life. You stop and think for a moment of ming,
, know, the "IIi-mister-whatcha-do- ! the nearly 60 per cent of the popu. diving, life saving, water safety.
and even skin diving and SCUBA
(’\ jog - mister - why - do - you ’ lation of the U.S. who cannot
diving,
have - the - bandage - on - your, swim.
))I
at SJS and in the neart*
To some of us who live in an
hand - mister? type. The student
of outdoor cookery will in due time area highly populated with beach- areas where there are good fa, meat all his neighbors. Each will i es and peols the figure of 60 per eddies and better than average
From 9.98 up
have a different bit of advice or cent may seem fantastic. Yet weather, "the percentage of nonu
isivcimedm.,er(s).Nsehioluilnddiebeated.
regreatly
some,
are
there
area
I
even
in
this
them.
a complaint. Learn to ignore
The student of backyard culi-; astounding figures on non -swimnary delights will have in the ’ mers.
Tom O’Neil, Spartan varsity
end a feeling of accomplishment.
will be a little tired, a little swim coach, took a survey of such
He
A shop to meet the wardstbrched, perhaps a little hungry. figures a few years ago in the
robe needs of today’s active
But he will have done it himself Sequoia School District.
young college men featuring
O’Neil surveyed only the grade
West San Carlos & Bascom Ave.
natural - looking, unaffected,
and high schools in the area. Out
’.’OUR CIRCUIT’S SHOWING
easy -to - wear, easy -to - careCY 7-3635
return
on
cent
50
per
I
about
WETUMPKA, Ala. I UPI) --The of
for wardrobes . . . moderAlabama Power Co. was less out- j the qaestionnaires, nearly half of
ately priced to suit a young
raged by a small fire in its offices I the school children indicated that
man’s budget.
yesterday than by the principle of , they were unable to swim.
the thing. Firemen reported it was. O’Neil stated that "the per"I know these guys hate to
centage was somewhat higher in
caused by a short circuit in a Ir
get out of their Sport cars,
where
Palo
area,
the
East
ing fixture.

Milady’s Flowers

Codi.
HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

Too Darn Hot

Everyone In Swim?
More Than Half Can’t

Just Arrived: Over 300 Swimsuits
Nationally Advertised Brands

Totally New
Typically Young

re
7

No

Latest Styles and Colors
Sizes 10-18

British Motors Center Ltd.

IMPORTED CARS
sales & service -

Below is a partial listing of
figures for which quality may
be purchased. And without
quality a purchase is not
worth the making . . .
SUITS

39.50 to 59.50

BLAZER JACKETS
29.50 to 39.50
SHIRTS
SLACKS

3.95 to 5.95
6.95 to 14.95

Plus a Complete Line of
Accessory Items

("4

quireS,hop
,

"Traditionally Yours

82 SOUTH FIRST STREET

but this is ridiculous!"

The
SPARTAN
CAFETERIA
WILL BE OPEN
for
SUMMER SCHOOL!
Serving:
Breakfast and Lunch
Monday Oyu Friday
7:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Drop in and fake a look!
You’re in for an eyeful of racy
lines, brilliant color combinations
and superb workmanship in all our
cars.

Arrange for a test
drive!
Your appreciation of fast, nimble
performance and solid roadability
will hit a new high when you take
the wheel of one of our sport cars

BritiA Motors Center Ltd.
West San Carlos & Bascom Ave.

,l’IRTAN DALT

Friday, May

13.

I!’

COFFEETIME

Just Choose
New Brews,
Can’t Lose

Spa-taioso by Bob Christman

Good to the Last Drop
Jan Keller, a sophomore psychology major seems to be forget.
ting that she is pouring coffee. Maybe Don Carey, a junior
majoring in industrial relations, is responsible for distracting
Miss Keller.

DANCING
Every Fri. & Sat. Eves.
featuring

"TOP HITS TRIO"

246 WEST SANTA CLARA ST.

Inem,
"To Your Health, Sir"
Immediate prescription
service.
We have the precise
remedy only I block
away from your ills.
188 SANTA CLARA

(at S.

CY 5-0828

5th)

PRESENTING the finest in . . :Away
c!.
From Home Living’

By GERALDINE GARDEN
Coffee. People study with _it,
wake up with it, socialize with it,
sober up with it -no wonder it’s
our national drink.
"There is nothing more important than coffee," stated Mike Dolan, Cafeteria manager.
The test of a good restaurant
or hotel Is the quality of its coffee. Each brewing must be as perfect as the first, he added.
Each year, Dolan and many other persons interested in making a
superb cup attend a brush -up session sponsored by the International Stewards and Caterers Organization. A part of the hotel manager’s training includes a course
in coffee brewing.
To keep up with the coffee demands of SJS, the Cafeteria buys
150 pounds a week. From one
pound about 40 cups can be made.
This makes a total of 6000 cups a
week. (Some of it goes down the
sink, though.)
The Cafeteria also employs the
services of two all automatic, 45gallon coffee makers (mechanical
of course.)
Dolan, being from Ireland, Is
exclusively a tea drinker. Anyone
for Irish coffee?
For the ultinfate In coffee dates,
many shops now specialize in
brews from different countries.
Instant coffee also is coming
into its own. In 1938 it was little
more than a curiosity. Following
its wide use by the armed force,
during World War II, it slowly
caught on at home.
Today it is estimated that from
one-fifth to one-third of all coffee
brewed in the country is of the instant variety.
Despite this record, makers of
instant brands have found in survey after survey that many buyers
refuse to say they like it.
For inexpensive enteriainment,
invite a purist (one who swears
off instant) over and sit him down
with a cup of the "stuff." Don’t
let your secret out; vvait for a
compliment on your fine brewing
skill. At this precise moment tell
him it’s instant and watch him go
into a big act.
Many persons perhaps dislike
instant because they are so used
io the bitter flavor of improperly
lirewed regular coffee that they
have lost their taste for "good"
.ioffee.
Brewed coffee leaves a film on
Is container which leaves a stale
flavor in the next brew if the
..-offeemaker is not thoroughly
cleaned after each use.
What would college life be without its inexpensive coffee date?
Maybe England has tea dates?
Prince TalleyTand wrote a famous recipe for coffee"black as
the devil, hot as hell, pure as an
angel, sweet as love." In his words,
j coffee isn’t just a drink, it’s an
I emotion.

’Unusual’ Beachwear Booming
..ything that goes on."
By LOUISE CLOUSE
Nancy Sears. not without equal.
"It’s so handy too," Site Dollimore explains about her "long- ly unique hat, demonstrates the
look" hat. "You can pretend that flip-top feature of Sue’s hat which
you’re reading a book and see ev. enables her to carry cigarettes

and small items to the beach
easily.
Decks of cards, dice, golf clubs,
orange and ’yellow pigtails. and
faces designed from sea shells and
buttons will decorate thheureattrraedctive array of hats. A
crab frantically waves its claws
from atop a monstrosity.
One usually associates summer
with exposition to sun. According
to fashion, sunburns won’t be so
severe this year because the long
slim-jim knit slacks like Sue is
wearing are high on the popularity
Mt. Fabrics and colors for the
summer are knits in black and
white.
Crop-top blouses, as pictured

otii,.t.nrezudrN.apiintnain.,:t.:h.e.r:0,reanIftutici%..ihi.dii:.;:tc.;:lri nc.pht:timi.:1,,,.

and red, seem to be
making
last cry for mare color,
Beach wear mma
to
slightly different this
yPPeaerar,
look just a bit Yore
eic’selY fel.
lows,thing s and you will find
that
under the hats are the
the same,
PROFESSIONAL TUTORS
Now offering services
Chemistry, Mathematics,in
Languages, Bio. Sciences
and English
Bruce Golden
a
22034 Vergil St., Castro LAN
Talley

-tta.umusadah yawl, AGRODINS

Gals
Sparta/o$

by Bob Christman

Latest Togs

will whistle
FLOWERS BY

at you

a ne

Modeling this summer’s newest
beach wear, Nancy Sears (right)
demonstrates the dual features
of Sue Dollimore’s sun -glass,
flip-top straw hat.

Vacationers Get
Lots To Pick From

(13y UPI
Wondering where to go this
vacation season? ’Here are some
special events scheduled for the
months ahead:
Colorado’s 1 9 5 9 Centennial.
"Rush to the Rockies" is the celebration’s motto, and the program
is year-long and extensive.
Oregon’s Centennial Exposition
iJune 10 to Sept. 171 and international trade fair in Portland
during the Centennial’s first week.
Boston’s "Freedom Trail."
spring and summer-long, points
the way to historic buildings and
monuments.
Seattle’s Seafair and Gold Cup
July 31 to
Hydroplane races,
Aug. 9.
In Canada. Vancouver’s International Festival of the Arts. July
11 to Aug.: new music, world famous conductors, Japanese ailcc
Spanish dancers, drama premiere,
Chicago’s International Track
Fair, July 2-18; else Festival of
the Americas, Aug. 3 to Sept. 7,
and Pan American Games, Aug.
27-Sept 7.

"JOHN L" SWIM SHORTIT HUGS THE SKIN, MAN!

DATES, PARTIES,
ANY OCCASION

If you’re a shrinking violet on the beach, man
forget this new swim short. Grodins "John L.",
with its skin -hugging elastic knit. is only for men
prepared to live dangerously. Its tight he-man
fit and brave red and white stripes are made to
order for musclesand mermaids.
Lots of power for only

6 95

Show you
VALLEY FAIR
2801 Ste,ens Creek Road
San Jose
Next to Spivey’s
525 E. SANTA CLARA
CY 4-6699

CHEVY’S THE HOTTEST ONE AGAIN!

101 MOTEL ’Social Dancing:
They’ll be truely grateful when you
tell them of the fine "away from
home living" aorailable at the 101
MOTEL 101 MOTEL features
!. Near the College.
2. Fine restaurants nearby.
3. 21 modern units with TV.
4. Credit cards honored.
5. Rensonable rates.

Tradition As Old
As Love Itself

By DARLA RODE
San Jose State students usually
rate social dancing as their favorS. Fi rcsyt pSrte. s fs U3..S6. 515031 S . )
ite pastime. Yet, social dancing
was as popular with the primitive
man as it Is with Americans today.
Professional dance instructors
consider social dancing as old as
love itself. Social dancing first originated as an expression of love
or as a process of religious worship.
Early Grecian dances were
practiced to promote marriage.
Some of the great Greek phJlogophers thought dancing essential as a form of education.
Early Indian tribes used the
dance to express marriage propos.
LET US CHECK
als. An Indian youth would act out
his love for a maiden by dancing.
YOUR BRAKE FLUID
At first the dance was solo. Later,
they would dance together as an
expression of their love.
Social dancing, as it is known
Today’s high-powored automobiles
today, originated in Franc e.
throw n hemissedous Mod on brake
The %salty. hones-cr. did not
eventually :binning it out and wearing
begin in France. It began in
CO
p
y envoy
Bavaria and then spread to
Let or check your brok fluid. If lcs low,
.Id 1,411 fluid that
France.
satisfies rh kiebtea
strindards of Om Society of Automotive Enginaem /as
Soon a number of waltz variaheavy duty opplitotiows
tions came to the front. Society
To mak* am your brakes stop you whew
. first termed the dance "vulgar."
yew need them. se* Li, todp,I
In 1910 the Americans introduced
Service is Oar business
the Turkey Trot or one-step. This
I
was considered vulgar. The
!Charleston Was termed "distaste..
840411
ful and vulgar "
MOM.
Before long, social dancing was
98 SO EOUPTH STPEET
oecepteri like mmieq, dating’,
Across from Student Union
arr; other nrceptahle soeial habit. I
-

101 MOTEL

Before you bet your life
on your brakes

HOTTEST LOOKING, HOTTEST SAVING,
male?

’1

YAGER & SILVA
SHELL SERVICE

1
A VS-powered Impala Conrerlifile ... unmistakably ’59/

HOTTEST SELLING OF THE LEADING LOW-PRICED 3
What we meanthis new Chevy’s
whipped up a one -ear heat wave. Its
fret)) style caught on right away, of
course. Butwhether you prefer a
V8 or 6where Chevrolet really

leaves the other ears in the shade is
out on the road. A pair of Chevy d’s
came in one-two in their class in this
year’s Mobilgas Economy Rem. And
the winning average was 22.38 m.p.g.

Why not drop down to your dealer"
and see for yourself why Chevy’s
this year’s hottest selling ear?

Try the hot onesee your local authorized Chevrolet dealer!

